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ABSTI_ACT

In addition to _,tatic ic_dings the test program was also designed to,

provide information on the behavior of pressure vessels with mismatch under

' pressure cycling. Failure criteria for low cycle fatigue obtained from ,,

this work are also included.

The prescientprogram is a continuation cf a l,reviou_ _imilar_ NASA _]

contract (NAS 9-8303) concerned with the elastic and plastic behavior of

pressure vessels with weld sinkaze type geometries.
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m Mismatch Parameter m = _/_

mF Equivalent Mismatch for Inertia Force

d
'" m Defined on Page 3-3

MF Inertia Moment - inlb/in

M 8 Hoop Moment - inlb/in

M Meridional Moment - in/b/in

n = Ms/N0

n..l.a n21 n 3 • .. Number of Apt,lied Pressua'e Cye.keu at Pressure p]._ I-',,,:., t,3 .. •

n 1)efim:d by Eq. _3.0)

RF Inertia Strcm: Rc_3uktant - lb/:!.n

Rx AxinJ. Stre.ua, Hea_ltanb - Ib/in
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R2 11001, tt,udiu.". (normeL to shell meridian) - inch
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t Thickness - inch ,.
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,-" z Thickness Coordinate - inch

_'= _- Reduced Stress Factor X!
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_ Hoop Ssrcss Factor

_ Meridional Stress Factor

Defined by Eq. (3.5)

¢]_ ¢o_ ¢3 Strains in Directions i, 2, 3 -in/in

¢0 ItooF) Strain - tn/in
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See_J on i _

INTRODUCTION

The l,rezunt w+,rk l+zthe zec.'ont[of a zcrlf-,_.:of invez tlgatll.orls+l(,to_,h+:

behnvLor of pl_e:_a_e ves_e]_ wi+th _Intent:L_n_.l dlr;c,._l,l.i.nultlel_, The l'i_"+_t

inVe:YtJ.l+'7_tloriLl J* dett].t .prJm, trily with th,+,_ eff+:et,.; of rt i:] oD,, d.+zec.ril lnu].t,y_

•;Ueh u f: Ii we] d :.'LrJl_ge, .h_ uy]Aljd.<:r:; urld _ph,...m,z ; the pr_::;<.,_,t ] rmw:;:t,l.:_'.tt 1on

(_otlet_r_mit,,:e'Ifwlth the ¢_lactle and plastic beb_vlor ti'cylinder m_

<,y]+I.nder-hemlzphercJtmctur,_::with m.h_match. The :;ub;;t,mmcof th<: .m'e_,,id,

wol'k .tz pr++,+'+;ent,,;a I** tit++: de:_Ig,i graphs of Sectlen 6 Whlt'h g.lV,'++.++r,],td,t<+,,,:'

to th(.'follow'lag problems :

o Mismatch in c%]indcr-cylirjdcr joints with weld land:+:: e].a._;hJc

+_tresses_ pressure versus strain in. the plastic reblon,

o Mismatch in hemisphere-cylinder Joints with weld lar+ds: elaut]¢:

stresses_ pressure versus s+rain in the plastic region.

, o Re,_;idualstress after one load into the plastic regJ on for the

above shell types..

o Low-cycle fatigue of the above shell ty_,ez.

The design curves are given for a wide range of weld land geomet_'i,:s

and mismatches up to i00 percent of the weld land thickne_,_5. The mat(_iai

used for the generation Of the curves is titaniu/n 6AI-hV. However, _since

the .problem has been treated In a nondimensional way_ pres:utre vest;el::'made

of other material_ with a similar ,';trees-straincurve may _J'isobe :_l_lyz,_tl

[.'+ by the use of these curves, at least approximately. I

.i' The solutions given in thi_ work reflect the curt,mr utate-of-th++,.- _+t.

+ The discontinuity effects are treated as a problem of al,!,+iiedthcc,_'y,,I'

thin shells. +Thus_ local utruu_ concentrations Jl, Lhc _t.,m;_:o±' th,_+thungry -

Number:; lit ,qquP_'ebrackets iudjeatc re:l:'eve:ltcc',_ i+tSection iO

l-!

+ +" ,_:yP+'+ , .']._+j"%?+'.++ ,,,,+. _...J'+, ..... . ..... • .. +... ,+ _
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of eia:_tlci+y are not being considered. This aI:,proacht_3 in keeping with.,

currr_'ntpruxls and does not introduce any _erious limitations on the re-

sults '_!iven,as lent,;as the pressure vessels are relatively thin. For

long-term fatigue at relatively I(_ stress ].evel._elastic strelm eonc_n-

tratlc,n,qo.anbe imi_ortant. However 3 for the short-term_ high stress level

rc;l,eated ] r:,adJ.ntz_ ,:,_n_;.[dered ].n the i_ret.mnt invent[gatt.on_ the elastic

,_tr_.:sr] eoncentratir,n;I nr_ not of e_mrmqu_lleO,

The t_pr., of d.[_:;c'onlA.nu.lty u_Mel, Inw.,st, lgall._,n he;re .I.s referred to. a_

"W_ld lrl.[_Igllatc}l", T]_l.l.s t,O'pl[l J 3 'to b¢_ c'on,ltrucd an one of convcnler_cq and

de.co'not .l.ml,lythal, the complete l,roblerrb in_'luding J,esIdua! stresses :It,-

trod.used dur'.ng tile jnachlnl._J/_ and welding f_roce,_,_,_ has been solved, Rsther_

only the ,;eometric a'spects are considered; the discontinuities are assumed

to be free of residual stress and strain at the aI_I.,licatlonof the first

pressure load. However_ residual stresses and strains which result from

the first pressure cycle can be determined from the information given here. ,

The results given in this report have been obtained mainly by the

application of _he EPSOR (Elastic-Plastic Shells of Revolution) computer

program [2]. In all, some 350 combinations of loads and parametrically

varied geometries were reguired to produce the design graphs. Closed-form

analytical solutions were ruled out as being impossible (or at least very ira-

-. practical) for the quite complicated geometries involving variable thickness

shells employed here. However, an effort to accomplish a closed-form so-

_lution for the residual-stress problem was made and is presented in t,

Appendix A.

Thus, the work presented here may be considered almost entirely ex-

perimental with the experiments being performed on the c-mputer. This

experimentation is rather time-consuming, but less so than would have been

the case if the experimentation had been carried out r,_ _aturel# i.e.# with

, actual physical, models. However, a small experimental program employing

six titanium pressur e vessels with carefully machined-in mismatches In a

variety of weld land geometries was part of the present work. This ex-

perimental work served as a check on the numerical-analytical pr_dietlcns

(the agreement was excellent) and were used to investigate an area which .

1-2

,, g-

,j,._._g:,°.,_.
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_s Oey_nd the current ar_alytJcal capabilitle._ nsmely, low-eyele fnl. il/',ue.

The main goai of the present investigation tlas been t, hc (toV_--'].OJ_lrl,'l_l,

A' the design curves in Section 6. Constructed mainly with the requirements

(:fthe practical cnl;ineer Ill_m[nd, tyl,iea],uses of these graphs would .include

,_ Design of proper weld land t_eomebry.

o Determination of acceptable drawing tolerances for weld m:tsmstch.

c Determination of internal pressure capabilities (static and cyel'.c)

for pressure vessels with weld mismatch.



Sectiom 2

SOME FUNDAMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

The most s_t,_llf:l.cantazl_.,ctof the an_lly_i_ of :ihe,].lstructur_u; with

discontihuitius i:_ that it i'_concerned with on.Lya narrow zone [r_wh]_:t,

th(_stresses are w:ry h]i.,;hand quickly damped out into the general_ membrane,

' state Of stress [n the major l_r[. of the shell. The main deviation from the

basic membrane state of stress is caused by a bending moment st the ge6metri,'

d:;scontinuity. Local changes in the membrane (middle surface) stress are

: generally of minor importance. Thus, an important factor in describing, or

classifying, a discontinuity is to define the size of the resulting dis-

continuity moment.

The discontinuity moment may arise from two sources:

o Induced moments, caused by rapid changes in geometry (thickness,

and/or meridional geometry). Induced moments are statically

indeterminate

o Applied moments, caused by externally applied forces. Applied

momentb are statically determinate, j

_ An example of an induced moment is the weld sinkage problem dealt with

in Ref. 1. An example of an applied moment is the couple created by a mis-

match in two shells of equal, uniform_ thickness. A shell with mismatched

weld land develops both kinds of discontinuity moments, a_ discussed in

detail in Sections 3 and 4.

The major difference between the two types of moments, and the reason

for making a distinction between them, is that the induced moment_ arc

sensitive to the change in geometry whi_.h occurs as the shell is pressurized, /

while the applied moments are not. The chang_ of geometry wi]l 3 in d(_mera]_

have a beneficial effect on the induced moment _n that _t is lowered, and

a complicating effect on the analy._is in that it wi].l be nol,]in,_ar,ov<'r:

in the elastic part nf the material's stress-straln cu2ve.



The EPSOR computer program [2] used to generate the data in the I)re-

sent work contains the prr,per _>re'_,:;ure-coupling _erms to account f_r the

nonlinear ,_la_.tj'.. r_behavier. This nonlinear geometric behavior is also -

of course - carried into the plastic range, coupling with the material

nonlinear effects in that range. Other ft_idamental features of the pro_ram

are as follows:

Shell Geometr_ - General shell of revolution, defined by two _rlncipal

radii of curvature. The thickness is permitted to vary in the meri-

dional direction. Thin-shell theory is used, i.e., the thickness is

small in comparison to both radii of curvature.

Stress-Strain Relations - Because of axial symmetry, and the thin-

shell assumption, the only non-zero stress components are the prin-

ciapl stresses a and c8 ' which coincide with the meridional

and hoop directions. The stress-strain relations used pertain to

.... a temperature-dependent work-hardening material with the yon Mises

yield function. The loading possibilities are :

o For small initial changes in loads the shell response is

elastic, provided that no previous plastic straining has

taken place.

o As the loads are increased, stresses at ce_ Lain points of

the shell reach values corresponding to initial plastic

yielding.

o Further increase in load results in the development of

specified elastic and plastic regions.

o At some further time during load history, unloading from

a plastic to an elastic state may take place. (Residual

stresses upon unloading are computed. )

o Reloading from an elastic region which had been plastic

constitutes the final possibility for formation of' elastic

and plasu±c regions.

Equilibritun Equations - The equilibrium equations are written in t.J_'ms

of the deformed shell, thus 6lying a nonlinear behavior in tile elastic

l'al]_C.

.._%"

- _'.",;....... ,,- .. _, .... _,._'.,'., * o:. "......,_. -_°-'_ ,_._.._" .,-.. ,,: ,.'..........',?,......... " i,! _':;,-_Tt_". . Z ,_. ,_- .. -'_,...,. "- -'-.._---_-:--,-..... _.._ __' ' ,_,._,:."
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(i_w_:rilJng Diil'ercntial E_uatlo2_n - Th,, govern !nL,; d.i l'f_._tei_tial equal, i ,,IL_

are an_!_lo_c.us to l.hose _,;iven Jh llcl'. 3.

Meth<dz of Solution - The e;overnin5 dii'l'¢-:r_:nLialequations and

bol_idary c,-.ndltionr_arc Lranzformed h_t[,a set of algebraic equa-

tio_J_by l'inltc,d:If.1:'erenc_,ajq,roxim_d,:Lol_.'s.At a Given t;ime :Ln

the l<_d h.l_tory the so]ut|.on is advanced an increment in time AL

by ._olving the,_e equations in conjunction with the flow rules

associated w Lth the loading fu_ction to determine the implicit

l,]astic strain increment. This is accompl.Lshed by an iterative

_cheme. Finallyj the complete _:olution for a specific load his t_ory

is given by an integration with respect to time by a step-by-st_,p

procedure.

2.1 Stress Factors

' In the present report the term stress factor is used to relate the

stress at the point of the discontinuity (i.e.# the point of maximum stress)

to an easily determined reference stress# the meridional membrane stre_s.

The meridional membrane stress in the ba_._c shell is %!

N
q0m pR2

_In t 2t • 1

This equation is ._'alid for all axis_netric, closed, shells with prea_ure

loading. The uniaxial stress raclors are defined in terms of the basic

meridional stress :

_ e

.J
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According to the von Mises yield criterion the equivalent stress

is related to the ul_iaxial stresses by the equation

An equivalent, or effective, stress factor is defined similarly to the

uniaxial stress factors

o
%

or _ =___+ 2% - _ % (2.4)

Further, a reduced stress factor is defined, as follows

where % is the equivalent stress factor in the membrane region of the

shell.

2.2 Stress Factors and Normalizing Pressure for Uniform Thickness Shells

with Mismatch

Fig. 2-1a shows a segment of the meridian of a uniform thickness shell

with a mismatch AR. The shell is loaded by an (internal) pressure p

resulting in the membrane stress resultants N and N8 . The meridional

stress resultant creates at the discontinuity a moment of the magnitude

M: N _ (2..6)
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(and therefore the shell stiffness) is the same on either side of the di;_-

continuity, one-half of the applied moment will be absorbed by the left

part and one-half by the ril_ht part of the shell, resulting in an anti-

symm('trtc stress and deformation situation. The maximum stress occurs

at the discontiniuity. Sis,t,::the applied moment is of the nature of an

cxt_,u_:ll]yul,l,.li,:dl:l,:_:l_ou,l, no nc:nlLnesr effects will occur at the dis-

*)
cc.n',_:Inuity_howew_', the.utt_:m_ation length will be slightly changed and

the lower stre.gses at some distance fro,, the discontinuity behave in a non-

linear way.

The meridional and the hoop stress at the discontinuity are

N8 6_+ U'

% = -£- _ t2

1

or, since M = _N ARe _o

N

= -AQ (l+ 3 _t ) (2.7): _ t -- 1
.. "%

Ne N _t
% = _-- (1 +_3v _ ) (2.8)

With these equations the maximum equivalent stress (Eq. 2.3)becomes

'- ___ 2 - - n 1 + 1; " 1,' V"->'2'_'_'a = + n - n + 3m 2 + 2un u +2 2
l+n -n l+n -n

where n = N

(2i1)

*)See Section 6 2-6

7;'" " '_ ..... " .. .... ,, - _, ; 5-1' t-----_ ...... . ...... "
.... . _ • .., ,, ....,_u_ . o : " .,,amm_?__, _ ;_, , . ., ? ...... ;_ u -- ,. .... ,_ %0 .. _ '_ "_ _' '-'o ' " .... 'L ." _r .... _--_-_-_---

'[._ _,_ "-- " "_. _ . ,1 ,r,, ' _ _ _._ _ • 4[_;_7, -. * _ ',_, ....... _ " _,, ' _ " , ' "° __ . ..... ;_ *. '_' ..... ° " -"T , ':_ ,_ " "_- ,.. _. ',t'_'_¢ " o _- "_'
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S_tt]nl_ the equJvu]ent stresn _ equs± 'to the ultlmate tension

<:i.:rulu bh nl' the iliaterial_ Ftu , and using th<; definition accc, rding 'tr

Eq. (;'.l), the following expression Js obtained

t ,"

" P = Pm = Ftu _ + n_ n "
o

This equation gives the pressure at which a shell without a dis-

continuity would collapse. For example, in a sphere under internal

pressure n = i , and Eq. (2.13) gives

t

. Pm = 2 _ Ftu

S.imi2arly, for a cylinder n = 2 and the membrane collapse pressure is,

,, t

L'm =- ,,f_ R Ftu

It follows ri?oliltho definition, Eq. (2.5), that the reduced stl'esz factor

is equal to the last term of Eq. (_,.9).

2
= i + 3m 2 + 2_n - _ - n 9n2 I + v - v+ 2 (2..14)

l+n -n l+n -n

This equation is plotted in Fig. 2-2.

, _ I • ,,_ _ . _ ,2=._ ,

" "_" " ...._ "_{". '_ ' "] "<__'" '_°_ ' _" " '; ;_" o_'' °'_,_"$ u '.,,' ......... _ _ .,_,.... ,:, .' "_.>o:, 6_,;..',:,_ :' ,; ,..,, ' '_,_,,_o. <",_,,.
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m

Fig. 2-2 Stress Factors for Uniform Thickness Shells with Mismatch
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2.3 Btr_ -,s_....... Strain Relation;.;

The u';e of ZPSOE for plustie ana]ysis requ} res that ,qtrc3r,-straln

eurw_n in terms of cffect;Ive ,.,tres"-_'-,and stralns nr,_ nvallable. The

definitions are (see Ref. 4_ p. 89)

i j i , ,| , •Effective Strain _ = _ (¢I" ¢2 )P + ('] ¢3)2 + (¢p- r,3)'-_ (2.16)3



. The total effective strain is divided Jnto a ];lastic and an elssti,-

part (Eel.4, I'.91)

After some manipulation the following equati:-nz_for :.'If£<_tlv,_,,_ st,ral_J_,.

reSl/It

-, 2 al

% :"7 + e:--f

:t v)% ,

(2.:9)
aI

2 (l+_)
:t " :p = : ,. E--

3G ,

where indices p and t stand for plastic and total, respectively.

Plots of _/3G vs. Cp and vs. ¢t for titanium 6A1-4V STA are

shown in Fig. 2-3. Che curves labeled S-2 are typical values as obtained

from coupon te_ts on the material used in the experimental part of the

present study (see Section 7), while the curve labeled NASA was obtained

from stress-straln curves used in the Apollo program. The curves are quite

similar in their general and specific nature; the top figure shows that the

NASA material has slightly lower ultimate strength, the bottom figure shows

that the NASA material has slightly lower proportional limit, Adjusting the

curves to the same ultimate strength would cause the curves to Practically

fall on top of each other; i.e., regarded in a non-dimensional way the), are

almost identical. Due to this similarity sf the curves it was decided to

use the NASA curve in the plasticity studies made in the program. This use

extends only to the general shape of the cu:'.es and actual modulus and max-

imum strength values were used as required.

2-i0

_.- '.

-.._.,........._ 'J._.-_x__,.:-,._j:_,_,_._,_,_$Tv:_,: _ .'i_-:,j;.7-..sL_2.._o._%. _...:_ ._:' _, ..... f,,..yo_' _.-. .,. _. _ :._,_,_-_%7 _.. _,_ _---,,_:
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Section

MISMATCH IN CYLINDER-CYLINDER JUNCTURES

Elastic stresses in mismatched cylinders have been extensively in-
*)

vestigat,ed in th,e p._st. However_ a thorough literature search [6) c-,,on.

ducted _r,c nnecticn w l.ththe present program failed to indicate any

_atisfactory solutions to the plasticity and low-cycle fatlguc aspects

of the problem.

3.1 Unifo_l Thickness

Elastic stresses at the Juncture of two mismatched cylinders are given

by Equations (2.7) and (2.8). The calculation of the stress distributions

away from the point of discontinuity is an elementary problem of shell

analysis with tabulated solutions given in a number of standard _orks,

such as [3]. Solutions for stresses and strain in the'plastic areas are:

however, not so easy to come by.

An approximate solution for the elastic/perfectly plastic case_ based

on the method given in [i] is offered here: _!
lW-,

Consider a constant thickness cylinder with a discontinuity in radius_

AR:

t

*)See, for example, Bizon [5i.
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Under internal pressure the stress resultants are, in all parts of the

shell,

N _ _ (3.1)

At the discontinuity:

M = 1
_ 7 _ (3.3)

¢0 -- _ER_t(2-v) (Symmetry) (3.4)

Introduce the notation

6M
= ___ 3AR _ = 3m (3.5)

tN = t ' I

2tFtu _

For a simplified analysis, assume that the dominant stress occurs

meridionally, i.e., the problem is uniaxial. Then, for the elastic-

perfectly plastic model the maximum edge moment (which gives infinite

curvature) is obtained from page D-4 of [1]:

For yielding in tension and compression:

-2
2y

For infinite curvature, y -_.

Thus

= _ ) (3.7)

3-P

•_; °.
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But 6M

m --; _'_ (definition) '

Et_ Cy

6M

Ftut 2

Thus

or " (3.9)

This gives an upper limit on the load when the dominant stress is in the

axial direction. Collapse in circun_erential tension occurs (uniaxially)

when _ 1
2 Thus, the behavior is illustrated by the full curve of

Figure 3-1. In this figure are also shown points from biaxial computer

solutions, which by failure to converge indicate collapse. Quite gocd

agreement is evident between the closed-form and the computer solutions. _]

Some details of computer solutions are shown in Figures 3-9 to 3-5.

These solutions are for cylinders with a radius of 5 inch, a thickness or'

0.05 inch, and material properties according to Fig. 2-3 (curves marked

"NASA"). Fig. 3-2 shows stresses for the inside surface as a fumctLon oi'

the surface coordinate s for a cylinder with 50% mismatch (m --0.5).

The discontinuity is at the extreme right of the graph_ and the dis-

continuity moment is applied in such a manner that the tension on the

inside surface is increased. Fig. 3-3 shows stresses through the thick-

ness at the point of discontinuity.

Figures 3-4 and 3-5 are the Cotmterparts of Figure:; 3-2 and 5-3, i'oE'

m = 1. Note ill both sets cT flgurc.n that as the ],l.'_t;t;ur_.. i:3 iner,_m_;c,d

the merldional stre,';silsreadily penetrat].ng th,: stress .h.'velequal to the

ul.timate s l,rellGth of the materiaL. Tile hoop s tre;;,_ ,l_,<q; ILot exc,_,cd this

3-3
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Fit,:. 3-4 Inside Surface Cylinder with lOO_;, Mismatch ,..
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level at the discontinuity, ll; appears thai, as the n_ridional stresses

bec,_,melsrg.c a compensatory effect takes place in the hoop direction;

tilepoint cf maximum hoop stress is being pushed away from the discon-

tlnu;Ity, thereby minimizing the growth of the eeiu[va]ent van M_.ses _tror,z

(Eq. 2.3). The equ]va,leni, stress in, how,_ver, always maximum at the

point of mismatch.

A :l'urtheri]lustratiol_ of the duv,_].oplncnto£ L;trc_s us bhe pre_v'.ur(:

is incrcaned is provided by Fig. 3-6. Merld5 ann! (_) and hoop (_O)
,_;l,ressesa:, the inner and outer shell s_irfacen are shown for the cylJllde_'

w:[th 50_ mismatch (compare Figs. 3-2 and 3-_). As the pressure is JlJ-

v_. sO curve approaches the final yle]d _urfaee, bendscreased the (;_0 '
over and follows it. The points shown along the initial loading path are

for pressures of O, 800, i000, 1200, 1400, 1500, 1600, and 1650 psi,

respec'tively. At the maximum load the effective ), strain is quite high:

0.0147, of which 0.0067 is plastic s%rain. Upon unloading from the maximum

pressure to a point of zero pressure the shell will retain this plastic

deformation_ which results in the residual stresses indicated by the points

" "0" in the figure. Repeated loading and unll _ding from this point to the

maximum pressure will take place elastically, with no plastic strains or

residual stresses being added to the ones developed during the first load- %!

•appli cation.** )

The distribution of residual stress through the thickness _ the point

of mismatch is plotted in Fig. 3-7 and the residual stress variatio n along

_ the meridian is plotted in Fig. 3-8. The maximum residual stress occurs

at the surface, in this example. The possibility that the maximum re[;idual

*)See definition, Eq. (2.16)

**)This pertains to the mathematical model used in the EPSOR [211computer

pcogram, which does not recognize cr,:ep. Creep seems, to some extent,

to have been present in the models in the test program. (See Secti<,n 8)

3-9
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stress occurs in the shell interior is not very large; this would require a

very saturated yle]dln[_ through the thickness. A qualitative example of

thls is shown in Fig. 3-9a, whereby elementary uniaxial methods *) the re-

sidual stress has been calculated for an assumed through-the-thickness

stress distribution. When the yielding becomes saturated, the maximuffa

residual stress is shown to move from the surface to the inter;lot. This

does, however, require strains of a hi_her order than those developable

in typical pressure vessel materials. _ Figure 3-9b illustrates this point:

biaxial computer results obtained for a cylinder with a mismatch of m = 1.5

with a pressure very close (98%) to the collapse pressure are plotted there.

The maximum stress is still on the surface. Note the principal similarity

between the simple analysis and the computer soluti0r_; the differences that

occur are due to the differences in stress-strain curves and yield surfaces.

3.2 Weld Land

The configuration of the weld lands studied in the present work is

shown in Fig. 3-10. This particular geometry is arbitrarily chosen; it

does, however, reflect the general practice ix, current pressure vessel

design, i.e., a relatively short, uniform thickness region with a longer,

smoothly varying transition zone between the weld land area and the basic

membrane shell. All the thickening takes place on the outside surface, thus

o' creating a shell centerllne which is locally not a cylinder.

The thickness in the transition zone is described analytically as

t(s) =A ° + A1 sml + A2s m2 + ... (3.10)

t 11

*)The shell is unloaded by elastic deformation in such a way that the

applied bending moment vanishes. See Appendix A for a ri_orous,
closed-form solution for residual stresses.

3-1),,
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Fig. 3-10 Weld Land Configuration

J

where the A's and the m's are arbitrary constants. In t,he pars-

metric runs that were performed on the BOSOR proi_ram (,t,ly t,h_ £:[l'St,

two terms in Eq. (3.10) were retained, and mI was _;et equal to 2.

This results in a transition zone with a variable thi(.'kne:;_very elo:;(.'

to that which would be obtained by a constant value o,l the _'adJus

;. R t 3 such as would be the case in an actual pressure ves_;o.L. The weld

,; fillet (the dashed line in Fig. 3-10)was neglected in the auuly_;i,.;.

Thls simplification results in a very slight con,_e.rvatlsm in tho. a.sly:;i:_

' for mi'.nnatch values larger than about O.'p; when the m lnm:it,,-haplu'<oeh(.u_

l.[) the elastic stress overestimat'ion i_ 2-3 percent for pl'act,i_'al 4r::;i;,*n:;

'" (see Fi_. 2-5 of Ref, [i]).

3"15

' ! _..__ _._,._ _ ._,_L_ .._.a_._..._ _._Lll_ ' ,
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It is uslml in sh_ll analysis to use the middle surface as a refer-

ence point, and to refer all forces to that surface. This means, among

other things, that the pressure is acting on the middle surface, not the

internal or external surface. It also means that in areas like the weld

land transition zone the middle surface describes a complicated, curved,

shell, and that problems regsrding overlapping thicknesses and missing

material arises, as illustrated by Fig. 3-11. This difficulty has been

overcome in the EPSOR program by the use of an arbitrary surface as the

T-- Missing Material
Thickness J. --_ \
Reference \ \ _ _- Reference

--_ff__I-i--H--FfH-FI-_j_--__"_r'_,'_-[_lI I I/I I(
II Illll \Ovo,.0on0

InLernml Pressure

Fig. 3-11 Middle Surface as Reference Surface

reference surface. In the work described here the inside surface has been

used as a reference, which accomplishes three things: a) the pressure is

applied to the correct sul-face, b) no overlapping thickness problems arise

(see Fig. 3-12), and c) description of meridlonal geometry is simplified.

Thickness J.
• Reference

_._ii(i,1v   o,o,oo°o
_-- Pressure

Fi_. 3-12 Inside Surface as Reference Surface
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The basic difference between the ;_hells with a weld ].and and e,hell.q

without one is the lac_ of moment symmetry for the former type of shell.

Fig. 3-13 illustrates this: Due to the varying thlckness a moment Mo

M o

Fig. 3-13 Moments at a Weld Land with Mis_mtch

is created# which is independent of the mismatch. The mismatch itself also
I

"_ adds a moment, _ _RN . The direction of the moments Is shown in Fig.

3-13. Note that to the left the two moments are opposing each other, while

to the right the two moments are added to each other. Thus, the critical

region becomes the inside surface of the right shell, where the mome,_t add_

tension to the basic state of stress: which also is tension. The moment

M is_ obviously, a i'unetion of the .[sna length L , being O when L -_Oo

arid L -._ : and a maximum for some intermediate value, a_ Imj,.[ied_ 't_,c

figure. Thus, for both very short and very lend weld landt_ the br,havlor

will resemb]._ that of tht; tmiform thickness shell. (There Js a stoat1.

3-:_,'f"

_,'___, ', _i_
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nonlinear effect on the induced moment Mo. The maximum deviation from

linearity at the point of mismatch fo_id in any of the computer runs made

in the present work was less than one percent for nonlinearity parameter"

values up to I.*) For most runs :it was less. This nonlinearity is too

small to be c.f any practical consequence. )

Typical stres_ distributions along the meridian are shown in Fil{. 3-]4.

These figures are for a weld land configuration which is close to what

might be considered a 'test" configuration, i.e., it is sufficieniLy

thick._ned (25_ extra thickness ) to prevent failure in weld for reasonable

mismstch values , say up to 25_ mismatch. The curves in Fig. 3-14 pertuin

• to a 50 Percent mismatch and are drawn for several pressure levels from

the elastic and into the very high plastic region. In the elastic region

(see the curve marked "600")both the meridional and the hoop stresses are

maximum at inside fiber at the right-hand part of the mismatch. On the

left part the stresses are lower, and reach their highest values at the

outside surface. The absence of anti-s_n_metry, which would be expected

from the discussion in connection with Fig. 3-13, is clearly indicated.

For higher loads: into the plastic region, the maximum meridional stress

remains at the inside of the right hand side part of the shell, while there

is a shift of the mhximum hoop stress to the outside of the left hand shell.

(For pressures larger than 600 psi only the outer fiber stresses are shown _!

for the left hand side, and the inner fiber stresses for the right hand

side shell. ) The effective stress does, however, remain at the inside of

the right side for this case, as it was in all the cases run in the pre-

sent investigation. The stress distributions through the thickness at the

left and the right side of the mismatch are shown in Figures 3-15 and 3-16,

and the residual stresses in Fig. 3-17. These results are quite similsr

to the ones given above for the uniform thickness cose. In fact, it was

*)Nonlinearity parameter p 2 I_ see
[1]

= )2 '

3-18
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Fig. 3-17 Residual Stress After 1800 psi

(Bame Configuration as in Fig. 3-14)
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found thai. t.hc_ residual :._tresses are the -_ame for both un:l.f,-,rm and ncn-

_li'orm thic-kness _hell;]_ provided tJu_t bhc: residual sl-.,_[n i:_ the t_amc..

Fig. _-18 shows some results from c_Inputer rt_s Investi_atlniz the

.£1e_.t of the we].d laud .hmtti_ L l_ote_ that as L is decreased (the

top part :,I" the fig, ure) the t_tresn at the bo_,;irmJnp; of the weld ]_mi_ tt'nn-

+_l].i,ion (s =-().)I) I_ 'inc__,.l,,in_,3'"" " ' L_o that [,here i;; n tendency for the erli. lcul

zone to move away I.IOUl•' I.,hc w_.[d lttnd .[l£t,o the membrane roLl, on, TI'_f, _'i,l+,_n

mlrven _:huwn In th+: l'lguro are drnwll..... for a prefecture wh].c,.h i,]_,o ,_, I.h<:_,t,[_, ...., .t.,:.

].n th_ kno.,:, rr:C;ion (be+tween th,, lJm.l b of ]n'o]-orti,-_na.l.ity and ultlmutc

utr_-u_,',th) at the stresn-_tl-aJn curve. The m_xlm_a ._tre_mc:;are n_:l,Ln-

l']uenco.dvery much (1_4 yD. 146 ksl) by the change in weld ].and ].en+_th,

but the maximum strnln fi_u_'es (.I..O7 +vs. ().8'{'_)are quit(.:dii'ferelll,.As

_he prcs_;uru is increased the dlficrenc+ .[;utralns is s]ightly more. a<:_.:'u_t-

tuated (at 1800 psi the maximum strains are l.ll.9 and 1.13_, resl_ctively), ....

but as the horizontal part of the stress-strain eurve is approached the:_e

differences tend to lose their importance and collapse occurs at 1970 psi

and 1700 psi, respectively.

The Weld ]and lengths of the shells shown in Fig. 3-18 are quite short i

when considered in the light of the colm_lonlyquoted figure of 3 4_t for 'i

the attenuation length Of a shell. The larger of the w_,id land coni'igura-
tions is only about one half and the shorter only about one quarter of

this figure, and still the effective stress in the.transition and membrane

areas is not much differe_it from the membrane stress. Thus it is seen

that the weld land can be quite short. In the prese,rt investigation the

shortest weld land length was Q.75_t , including the transition length,

which is the configuration in the top part of Fig. 3-18. Shorter weld

lands than this are probably n.t practical, at least for mc,derate.l.y.thin

shells.

.L

3.3 Design Graplm

The design 6raphs in Section b were pr_-:paredfr_n the results given

by t,h._application of'the computer program EPSOR to e ser.i,,sof weld ]and

configurations with parametrically varied dimensions. The material m;,.d
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in the e_:mputatlons is titanlum 6AI-4V STA with far)pert.losas dezcr:Ib_d by

F_g. 2-3 (curve marked _A_A). These propertler3 extend throughout the zhel]

rio degradation of material properties occur st the. weald _Land. How_'w.r,

since the effects of the weld mismatch are very localized, the l_raj:,h_:Hay

be u_ed even when the material pro_,erties at the weld are Lower than ir, th,_

surround.lng areas simply by u_ing _he actual material i,rr_leri_.lesin l,he

o ] ]discontinuity area and asstune that they pertain throul_hc,utthe .A,(.].,.

Using the t;raphc in this3way will be _1].idhL].yc-onservative for the _ma.ller

(less than about ['_) mismatch, but will tend to become more and mot,::

accurate as the mismatch is incrceased.

Ir] general the computer solutions converge relatively rapidly to the

desired solution, but when the collapse pressure is approached it becomes

more and more difficult to obtain convergent solutions. When the collapuc

pressure is exceeded no convergent solution is possible. A precise de- "

termination of the pressure at which the solution first becomes divergent _.

is a quite difficult and lengthy process whlch _md to be done by a t_rial-

and-error approach. Due to thiJ rather time-consuming process only s

_i relatively few collapse pressures were determined, and the collapse pres-

.... sures for other geometries were interpolated, three-dimensionally_ from

;. the computed values. An example of this is shown in Fig. 3-19, where

collapse press1_es for a weld land thick,_ning cf 50% (tw/t = 1.5) are J

" plotted versus weld land lengths. It was assumed (an assumption confirmed

/ by the trends) that for values of the weld land length parameter L/_

larger than 7, the weld land actually behaves as a shell of uniform thick-

i. hess. For L/_-t values less than 7 there are ii points shown in Fig. 3-19; ,

,. these ii points were used to define the entire surface of collapse pres-

..:.• sures for this particular shell family.

.;_, The quantities used _:cnormalize the design graphs are

o Pm _ the collapse pressure for a uniform thickness pressure

vessel without a discontinuity. Pm is defined for the thick-

° heSS at the d_scontin,,ity_ tw I and iz
i

t
_>' 2 w

': Pm= Ftu

3-25
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(compute Eq. (U.13)). Note tlmt the maxlm_,i weld land th_l_k-

nc_s# tw, is uzed.

o The cfi%cttve f:]astlc utraln eorre_pondlnv, to Pm'
defined by the sketch below

P

/
_ O/ >1

2. Ftu

" ;y=g (l+_)--_--

o The ratio _ = tw/t , where tw is the thlckness of the weld :

land (see Fig. 3-10) and t is the mcmbrane thickness.

. o The length ratio L = _-- , where L is "t,h_-_combined
length of the weld lends on either side of the disr'ontinuity.

'_ The design graphs were actually computed using the fo_.lowlng material

"" data (see also Fig. 2-3, curve marked NASA):

[:) " Fty.!.., = 120,000 psi .

,_- _: Ftu 160,000 psi

?f" E _ 17 _ io6 psl , ,;

However, through the use of the normalizing parameter other matcr lats w; t,h

similar atress-straln cum'ves may be used, at leaat for an aPl,ro.*:l,_t_: _

unalys I..

3-.°7
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The following technique wa_ used to prc_hlee the desk[91 charts

i) Curves el' P/Pro vs. _ were computed for comblnat[ons of

L 1.5, 3, 4 '- 6

r i
m = O, 0.2_, 0.50, o._2, ,I.

2) Using the above curves three-dimensional crossplots for oeveral

values of _/_y were drawn.

3) Values from the throe-dimensional crossplots were used to produce

the seriez of two-dlmensional design graphs in Section 6.

Examples of the three-dimensional graphs are shown in Figures 3-20a-e.

In these figures the planes L = 1.5, 3, and 6 are fully defined for

,_ all combinations of _ and m . The plane L = 4.5 is defined only

for (T = l: 0 _ m _ l_ and (m = 0.5, _ = 1.25). All other values on

the L = 4.5 plane are interpolated. A study of the plots in Fig. 3-20

indicates that linear interpolation between the parameter values selected

in the set of design graphs in Section 6 is P_rmissible without intro-

ducing any appreciable errors.

The residual stress graphs in Secti_,n 6 are based on computer runs

for the uniform thickness case. The graphs have been checked for values

computed for the weld land configurations. Fig. 3-21 shows this com-

parison. The points plotted there are for the el,tire range of 9a_-ameters

used in the investigation. No difference attributable tothe geometry

is evident, however, for the small mismatch of m = .25 there appears to

• _' be a tendency for the weld land configurations to l_ave somewhat smaller

residual stress than the uniform thickness shells. This difference, which

is probsbly due to the softening oF the shell due to plastic effects away

from the thiek,_ned weld land area_ has been ignored as far as the residual

_' stress design graphs are concerned. This introduces _ slight degree of

conservatism for weld lands with mismatches of 25% or lower.

-28M
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0 1.0 O 1.0
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_R _: as _ _: 0.26

0 ' - 0 I t
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Fig. B-ill Residual 8tres_ in Cylindor-Oylind_r Jm_cture_: _
CompBrison between Uniform ThiekneB_ aud Weld Land '
Configurations :_
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Se_ tlon 4

MISMATCH IN SPHERE/CYLINDER aUNCTURI_S

The pr,,blem of a in[smateh at the Junetln_e bt_tween n hottl:Isi_ht_F[es].Inid

_:sOarida cylinder is quite SJ.llilal"to that of u m[SIl|tltehbetween two

cylinders. Howe_er, there are difference_, [-llcllat_ the di_1''e_:rent,rahlo

of meridlonal to hoop stress, an(lth,_fact that the ,_uncttu'eitself lu s

discontinuity, which does not allow u pure membrane state of .'_tres:_.

h.l Uniform Thickness '

The calculation of the stresses at a juncture of a hemisphere and a

" cylinder is an elementary problem of shell analysis. If tht thicknesses

,.. of the hemisphere and the cylinder are equal, One finds (if the shells are

"_" thin) that the only redundant forces needed for compatiblllty of deforma- '

tionS are shear forces at the juncture, see Fig. 4_-1. The magnitude .of the

.,'_ Oo O,

%

: .... . | •

!

Fig. ]_-1. Shear Forcc._ at Hemlsphez'u-Cyilud_ r Juncturu

00000001-TSG11



shear stresses is small stxl the main effect of the shear forces is to

modify the no,final stre3s distribution in the vicinity of the juncture.

, Tlmoshenko [3] shows that the maximtun meridional _t0ress occurs in the

cylinder at, the d:Istance O.GI_R_-t from the jLmcture, and the Imaxilm_i

hoop stress occurs In the eyllndcr st n distance ].|l_+q_ from the

jtmctur,:. Tl_e stresses at theue points are

%max  .o32rRt nt s : 1.44J (4.2)

At the J_Incture itself the stresses are

q) 2t I

at S = o

I

Thus the uniaxial maximum stresses are significantly different from the

membrane stresses. The maximum biaxial effective stress (Eq. 2.3) does

not: however: exceed the membrane stress; results from the EPSOR computer ,,

" program shows that the maximum effective membrane stress exceeds the effee- ,,

tive m_mbrane stress by only O.5%, at a distance of about 2_ from the

juncture. Fig. ]+-2 shows the effective stress distribution in the vicinity '

of the Juncture. It is quite clear that the ,Juncture is not the critical

area of this shell conflguration_ and that the strength oi' the pressure .,

vessel is unaffected by the Juncture. In faet_ a mismatch may exist at ,.,

• _. the ,Juncture without affecting the strength of the pressure vessel.

,. The existence of _ bending moment in the vicinity Of the jtmcture ':

will have some influence on the stl-essesproduced by a mismatch at the .,

juncture. This effect is: hOwever_ quite small, and it is believed that ...._

the differences found in the behavlo_ of the hemisphere-cylinder case

()0000001-TSG13
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compared to the cylinder-cylinder case are mainly caused by the:diff(.Tont,

ratios of mer_d!onal to hoop stress at the Junctua'e, A rather complicated

interrelation:_hip must exist between the various dJ se,_ntimd_t,l_,_;_ at the

Juncture (n_l:_mate|l,change oF _urvatu/'e between hemisiqle}_.ealLd cy].llMcr,

and variable thlc.kricnsif a weld land is used). Even ,qo,the,if.rossbe-

havior oi'the stress distr_butjc_rn_ J_ wn'y simil.nr to l,hat of the cyl.[ndez'-

cylinder ea:]e, e_peciully i'cr larger values of the mismatch. This similar:fry

of behavior sug_zests the idea of an equivalent mismatch, which _ being

l_ursued here briefly.

From Eq. (_.3)it is folald that the quantity n , defined In Section 2,

is

% B
2

e

which value upon substitution in Eqs. (2.9) and (2.13) gives

The quantity [ ]I12/ in Eq. (4.4) _s, as previously defined, the stress

factor _. This factor is plotted in Fig. 4-3 (compare also Fig. 2-2)

together with the similar factor for the cylinder-cylinder case (n = 2).

Note# for example, that a mismatch of 1.O in the sphere-cylinder case?

results in the same stress factor as a mismatch of 1.43 in the cylinder-

cylinder. In the lower part of the figure this mismatch equivalence is
L

plotted for the range of mismatches, and it is found that the cylinder-
_"_

hemisphere juncture in general can take a mismatch which is 1.4-1.5 times

as large as in the cylinder-cylinder jw_cture, for the same elastic equi-

valent stress factor _. As another example, take a mismat(:h of n --1

and calculate the effective stress using values _.f _ from Fig. 4-3:

D _-
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]fc)y i;}lt_: :Iplleru -(!y] I Ildor ctlae

N N

For the. (ly.I.il,b,I'-c:y,l,l nd_.,r (:tmt_

Thus, since the meridional _Itrem_ re._luli,ant_ is the same in both cases

the sphere-cylinder case has a sli6$itly lower effective elastic stress

than the cyllnder-cylinder _mse, for m = i. Compare this with stresses

at m = O, i.e., no mismatch:

For the sphere-cylinder case

i = 1.32t 2 t

For the cylinder-cylinder case

N N_

Here there is a 30% difference in the elastic stress in favor of the -

sphere-cylinder case.

{

A comparison between several uniform thickness cylinder-cylinder

and hemisphere-cyllnder Junct:_es is shown in Fig. 4-4. The full-line

grid represents the cylinder-cyllnder junctures, and the points cylinder-

hemisphere Junctures, plotted versus the equivalent mlsmatch_ as de-

fined by Fig. 4-3. The dashed lines are cylinder-cylinder curves for

the sam2 effective mismatch as the hemisphere-cylinder points. For the

larger values oi"mismatch (m _ 1.4) the agreement is excellent, for the

smaller ones (m _ .5) there is a reduction of the l)remmre l)arameter for

the hemlsphere-cylil,del' configKration of seine lO percent in the high

p_-_stlc strain range (_/_y _ 1.5). When the mismatch approaches zero

It.6
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the eurve_ Yor the tw()(:_,.)nfli.,luratlolm_igr,.,,_(,xacl,].y,by de,linl _ion of

I)u)' Ib Is ,_cen that) It,_m¢:rn_L3 the l.)rer}I)ur(_which would causr, _:o[].apt,m

nl; the Juncture <,i'thc:hcmisl)hcrc and the cyll,ndur .[s somewhat l(,)w_._rl,lmn

what wou].d be expc:ct(_dfrom a know](:diT:o_'l',li_,I_l,t.(..,,I,'_,'' lan,,or' _ alone.

Th(_ exld.m,at,](,n(,I'th.I_ .I_n(d,(,].cm.,}t,h_.,l,llen(Jme.norl:I_:.)Iml,.l.yn(,l,edhere,

(The l_Ol;l;;Ib:i].lLy thal, car.l.y plal_tlelty :I.n l,hu m:wro_mdi.nl_r, Ifl_c,iL]._ which il;

higher _tressed than the ,'}tlll_tur_; for QIII_I].], iil.[lllifllt,(,heli_ wou].d ini'lu_mcc

condltlolm should bc r¢;cf,glllzed.Howev(_.r_for mi:_match vn].u(-,;.;of i;hc order

().5[rod higher thI.s does not seem to be responsible for the relative luwcr-

ing of the pressure).

As in the case of the cylinder-cylinder the _ximmn jwmture 't ,_,',_ re.I..

occurs at the inside of the shell with the larger radius. ,Oomputer sol-

utions with positive and negative mismatch (Fig. 4-5) failed to show any

differences in the junctu_'estress. "

Positive Mismatch I_egativeMismatch _

Fig. _-5 ".

In areas away from the J_-ncturethe stress distributions are quite different

in the positive and negative mismatch eases# an shown in Fig. 4-6. The

nnt:is_n,metryexhibited by the cylinder-cylinder case is entirely absent.

4-8
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In upite of this l, hc, lr_zlmum strom_ .Ir_ ].dcmtlea.l. for b_,th tl_o p,;t_]l,;lvo mid

w.:gat:l.ve mlumat_h ea_el_. No nol,]:[near behavi¢,r was 't'omld a_' the Junctur,,;;

but al some d.i_l,aneu away f_'(,m I,h,: j_rmturu nonllneal-ity ;l.s the. rule, 1,'rein

the pclnt of view of mnximm_l lJtrc...;_l,],c no1'dl.nuar b_;h,,:,vl, or i_ of t_o ec,zL;;_:-

quenee: the c_'itlca] jio:l_jt ;l.n the., _:_e'.t.]..l.s alwt_ys either l,he po.i.nl, o:1'

mium1_teh, or the '"tm_e" mumbrane (no bcndil_£._) ]_art of 't,h_: ey.l.inder,

4.2 Weld Landu

The wc]+d ].aridconf:lgura_ionu investigated for the h¢:trti+_]>herc-ey]inder

Juncture are identical to those used at the cylitlder-cyl]ndev Juuctur,.

described in Section 3.2. The comments made in connection with the cylinder-

cylinder all apply in kind, with the only differences"being in degree. A:J

in the case of uniform thickness positive and negative mismatches (Fig. 4-5)

were investigated, with no evidence of any differences between the two types

of mismatch.

A typical example of,stress distributions for positive and negative

. mismatch is shown in Fig. 4-7. An interesting point is illustrated by the __

figure: In the elastic region there is, in the negative mismatch case, a _

slight "overshoot" compared to the membrane stress in areas remote from

the discontinuity. (See the lower part of Fig. 4-7, curve marked 800 psi. ) ...

As the pressure is inc.-eased this "overshoot" tends to disappear, and it ..
/.

does not seem to play a part in the collapse mechanism. The shell will .._:

still fail at the mismatch point, if the mismatch is large enough_ or in

membrane areas at the load Pm ' if the mismatch is small. Even so, this ,.

points out that negative mismatch apparently is even less desirable than

positive mismatch.

4.3 Design Graphs _

The design graphs for m:'i.sHmtchat the juacture of a hemispI_re and a

Cylinder, which are presented in Section 6, were prcduced in the same

manner as the ones fc,r cyllnder-cylinder mismatch. Thus the discussion

In Section 3.3 applies. One thing should be pointed out: The hmrSspherc-

-10
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Fig. 4-T l'oJitiveand Negative Mismatch at Hemi:_phere=CylinderJ,n_cture,
@

m=l.5, L=3
4-11
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eyiJnder eurvc_; _mrked m = I muy be urmd £oc the eyllndcr-r-y±Inder (:a_;u

as an ui,j_roxims_:lol_ for. m _ 1,4. (ThJm J._ based (_11 the rl:l.fieur_]Jor, of

e,_uJ.v_,l.¢-,nL _.;'tres_ I.'F_ctor¢_ In S,¢:etJon 4.1., ) m ;_ ,1..I_ may ai_I)ear' a,o Im-

i[,or_.Ibility_ but when .It in ec,n_:.l.dc;rod t,hat the effect of the m_zmat_:ll, i,q

tn Introduce n ].:_ne /floIllel,l; ir_Lo th(_ llre¢_vure VQn,_o.]j ]L will "h_ _e_i].lz¢_d

l;hla't x_].] the den:l_n o..urvr.f,_ i(.I.Vrzn here fire r-ai_]_:r.,oximuLu.Ly va.l:ld l'or o×t,,_'it-

aJ].y aj,l_].ledline mc,me-ntnjre/_'rlJr;fl_o£ the f._oln'(;uof ¢:u¢-'hmomenta. Fr;r

Irmtanc:e, s n_tuatlon _meh a_] thr:c,m:.,shown :I._,_!Uff,.4-_ :,flyb_t analxzed

uslnf_ the aecoml,,anyln_£do_IL,_ gral)h_. The flgur_: ;_hc_z_ [,res'_urevem_eJ

F '

I

,_ _ . %--Lugs,

F

i,

,, supported by circ_fferential lugs spaced close enou_h ao that the re-

action to the axial inertial load may be considered unfform aro_d the

circumference. (If the reaction i_ not umiform, t_ use of peak values

°. _

,._.._ "dff,',"o ,, .?;,".:', _:'_, ',. "_ _ /' ,¢'" • ,, ,,. i_ . (_ ' ,., ' .._,

........ 00000002TSAll



• °

Com_;_J'_ingthis with the _ii_lilar exprezsic_n for _trezs .caus_d by a mis- ,..

... matcl_ moment, it ;is fouz_d t_et the momer_t parameter _z ,

-' The stres_ resul_,ant ratio _s

Ne
N

_. _ l
F

I + --'-"-'-
_pR RF
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Using the two values (f) and (g) the equivalent m may be found from

Fig. 2-2. Entering the a_)propJ,iatedesign chart (remembering that

Pm is a function of n , see Eq. 2.13) the strength of the pressure

vessel supported in this way i,_ybe fo_Id.

Residual stresses may be calculated using the _raj)hprepared for t_e

eyl_nder-cylinder mismatch configu;:'ati.,n.Spot checks were made and are

shown in Fig. 4-9. There _Isa tendency for the shorter weld land cc_-

figu_atiorm 3 and the negative m_smatches to _ave snmller residual st_'c_ses

than shown by the graphs (thenceare the points below the lines)# but the

tendency is not very strong_ and a further delving into the finer points

of that problem cannot be easily justified.

4-14
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Fig. 4-9 Residual Stresses in Hemisphur¢-Cylinder Junet1_e._;
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FAILUP_' CRITERIA

' I Static Fai.[ur,,

Colt;;id_+Lt' Lh+-_ I++I,L'(+'LI' '1' $u-t, ,,r i in curva o[' tlt,+ mater_ta '_I.uu+-d buret _ i, i P+m.t uttt

(GA.[-hV. Whether J.,+ the urm+++uled or the heat treut,cd (STA) cu+,tltttc,++ l,h+,.

mat.criu] h'as a prao tlcully horizonta I..progresmion after Lhr, +.,_:l+al,iw.+..ly . ,,u,

,+;train +__/_L¢ _La has been reached:

'" I .... I I _ E'/Ey0 I _ 3

' Fi_.b-1

At this point the material is rather unstab]_e and a very slight incr.:use

in stress will cause a large increase in strain tn,d the shell will c_o.l.+t,ul;:.:.

The curves of pressure versus strain (Section 6) for thi,:mnteriaJ

used in mismatched weld lands i_ quite similur to tile curve abow+, l".:,rin,+.

larger mismatch values 3 but for smaller mismatches th,,:horizontai_ c,r

near horizontal 3 part i:_ sometimes modified and delayed to [arl,;,:.+r:;1_'+'ktlJ

va ]tics :

L). I,
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Fig. 5-2

Thus, for intermediate values of m the geometry-material combination is

somewhat more stable than the material itself, and additional pressure

can be sustained at higher strain values than _/ey _ 2. However, the
material cannot withstand more than a perticular measure of strain.

From coupon tests (see Fig. 7-8) the uniaxial ultimate strain is of the

order 3-5 percent.

The normalized strain may be expressed as

E

'y eI --_- = Ftu

where _'I is the uniaxial (coupon) strain. T_kin6 the values of

Fig. y-8 this equation _ives the followin_ values:

00000002-TSC04
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Coupoli c, ",_;; "g": _ ;".6_-_,_'._ 2.6.1 _ -;-- "-,
Cy

Cou.poIL Scr.Lc._ "C": 5.8t' _,,
%,

Fx'om "l:.h._:_r,L't:';:uLI.;; it. i,_; .l?(-:eo,mlellded t.h_t 'l.}l_ l't,ll(>w[;ll.; cz.[L.uz. Tr]n bc ll:;..I

_;] _., l'_[ Lu:['e cI'.ii,crJ.on £or ]ire:]_u_'a veszc.L_ i",_br.LcaLed fuom l,i'il,_r_ium

6A.I.- _IV:

ult

This corrcsl,q_ds to the criterion of [i]. Note that this is for vir,j:il:

material; i_,_,_,atureL welds a lower figure may have to be used.

Static testing to failure load on pressure vesseln w i[h mlsmat'h

was not a part of the present program. Agreement between theoretical

,,. results and tests below the failure load, but in the plastic region_

was very good (see Section 8), which tends to back up the failure

, criterion.

In Table b.l are shown some p._rtic:u].arzfor the t.e_|,sj,e,.:im::r_s;

including failure pres_ures after u r_latively small vum,l,erof i,r',_;'u,',:
/

. cycles into the plastic regioz_, and calculated failure i,r_;._:_ur_._.Th,:

predicted failure pres_urus are based on the geometry of the te_:t :U,ccJ-

mens as fabricated, w'll ultimate strength values of 170,_,(',bp_i for L,hu

' cylindric81 test '_U_c.cimens(Tits "A", "B", "C", "D") and [bO,O00 for the

hemisphere-cylinder test speci,l_.ulo(Tits "E", "F"). The l,r,_dlct_:,Ll',,;l-

ure modes were_ on the whole, realized in the test_. (If l'ailur:_occu_

in the mismatch it iu a "merldion_.["_ if iu the membral_e away l'_'om t.h.;

weld land it is "hoop" mode. ) It is interu_}ting to note that the: _:,'ui'-

acy of prediction .i:_quite closely correlated with th_ umount of mi:%-

match. Plotting the ratio of actual to ]u'edi,:1.,,du)t_v0ut,_/,r,:;:,:u_',s
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Tile I,orlll :flmRc-,h_wh eI'rect is used here based on the observation,

_IUE].II_t,(2"-_I,S_ thug crce]_ effects are apparently resulting in improved

:'..l._'_-_lq,',t,h o.[' I.ItC _[';Htt:ll,t_h ,'-_t'(_a duc to cycling, (ace Seeion 8). Thu_, J

.1'o_. j_l',.';;';111.'<, ve_z,-.h: wh.t,_h have ext_rienced pressures u1' to 90 or 9'.,

percent of tlm u l.timatu pressure predicted by the use of the critericn

(h._), _ strengthening according to Fig. 5-3 may occur.

An alternate way to hand.le the discrepancy between the predicted

and actuaJ collapse pressures after shake-down, would bc to find the

,, value of m , which, when used to predict collalu_e _ will yie].d the

". actual results. This was done and the results are shown in Fig, 5-_.

_-o'.,'_ = 0.75 AR/t w and using this reduced (or, ._,,.,¢_. It appears that by setting m

_ _'_°":_': actual) ,mismatch in connection with the design grephs_ an accurate pre-

i_,,".._go'_ diction of ultimate pressure after shake-down will be realized.

_'_%',_

= oj¢_,:_.::

""_!- ....... . " .., :_ .... , . . i

_--;:'. 'i_..,, #']-.;,. _' '.".::=':,./':' :,°_.',.:;o:.2 " _,,.-._......t..,_...:o':. " . ....... . . ..o..:7. °- :- . - " _ "- ....... -_"-_ " :'" '
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/
/

• /"/ ._f_ITA A

E

_ 0.5

t-
U

0 1 I __
0 : 0.5 1,0

AR/Iw '

., Fig. 5-4 Actual m at Collapse

5.2 Low-Cycle Fatigue %

,,. In Ref. [i] there is a discussion of the type of repeated loading

considered here; i.e._ pressure cycling between zero and a sufficiently

large pressure to cause plastic deformations in the discontinuity area

and/or in the membrane parts of the shell. A derivation of equations for

predicting low-cycle fatigue based on the work of Manson [4] and Mattavi

[7] was nmde, and a '%est estimate" curve based on this equation is re-

produced in Fig. 5-5. Aiso shown in the figure are results from the

cycling tests obtained in the present test program. .,

The test program was 3 among other thin[:_s_designed to provide w_rL-

ficat_on (or improvement) of the curve in Fig. 5-5 in the z'e._,_ion ]()-]00

cye]es. To that end the following cycling sequence was devi_ed:



_.,£

....' o'.... _....... ,_.;.,.,_._,_,.%,,...,_. ;; ,,_,,°'° o'';.:.,'_"" _" o:_ • .;' ,f% . o".__,'-°,_ ,:':
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l. Bring the ,,t°neJmc,r,_ ... up l:.c, _ I)rc_""ure p wh.ich causes yielding;

2. CycJe x t;ime,3 tml;ween 0 and p psi

3. Inerc,am_ l,re,_aureby :AP and cycle x t:tmcs between O

arm N' + if,

4. Rep_mt Step 3 untll fallure occurr;

The ruason for thic. particular procedure wan to reduce tezting time

and expense to manageable zize and still get reasonably good data.

An unexpected phenomenon occur_'ed daring the testing: there was evidence

of quite a eoasiderable amount of creep durt.ng the cycling (see Secticm 8

and Appendix B for details). This confronts us with a very complicated

problem which is beyond present analytical capabilities. (The effect of'

this creep appears-to be beneficial as _evidenced by the data Of .Table 5.1

and Figures 5-3 and 5-I_.) i_

In preparing the test data in a form suitable for the plotting in

_ Fig. 5-5 the test data were reduced in the manner indicated below.

If the pressure vessel is subjected to a nuntber of pressure reversals, .......................

say nI reversals at the pressure Pl at which pressure the nominal life ,.:

is N1 (see Fig. 5-6)_,then the life ±eft in the material is .Nl-n I cycles .....



I"

T

at ,g,_<'d.lic)" p/'t,zt_L_t'(, Jc_ve:I_ ;)p W[t,h 11. ))P(..,_'_gu_'r: r(:v(_r':,al;', t.ll,, .)._i]',.. ",p,.,HI

:: uI," i_ ;, , E.), (:t,,, By extendlnt.:; the I:)rc,ee.'_;: fu_'tho_ ' ;rod ;,z;.:uH:1),, l.)_,_t iJ,.

' dmna_e ,'._Pt,;,.',t al. c)))c: )........ (_ ....)Y,']"L_I'e ] aj)}.):l,lcub,ke at o[] oth(:[' ])_.'_;;_)'ut'(,;."3 ,3s_,:

_11'PJ.v(..,E) tit Lhc: f(-)_..loW_lll _) /_ol)(Jr£1J Mo].1_t[.o)l: [f tJ _:,)"_'_'Iln,LH_I_ ::Hb,l,!,"l,,!'t I,,",

t_l e;/eleS nt l t'o?_;u_'f: :aI ) tip r:y(,l.es at ])_e,g;uxt'c :pp_ .,. ))Izd T, ,,;t, I,,:|1

:I'L [,_'tJI'_;UI:'(, p _ I,]*(':1"1

' i

t'l o •

_' Multiply Eq. (5.3) by N I . Ther'i ' _' ,

., . NI, N I N 1

" N1 = nl + _. "n2 +.,_,. n3 + "'" + _-_.. _n , "
; / /'

_' N1
-,F . or_ since _. > i ,

Ni > nI + n2 + n3 + ... + nn :.
!.i.....

i_ Similarly _' . :

N 2 N_._) N,, '

: N2 = _ nl + n2 + _3 n3 + + _'

'_; _. ':'

". or N 2 > N1 n L + t,2 + n 3 + ... + nn
:

The discussion above is, however, takm_ fz'om Pope [9], p. ]Oh

5"9

•'@:i:..., J'..." ._, ...._' .,.,; o _ .. °, _ .._ . .._o_ . :"_' _o:..... °_' ,:....o .i-' ,. " ...'.....

_........ jf ;,p: i_: •
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In _on(.raI

_4i NI N. Ni

o_ Ni > n l J + .,. + r_n (,,.,,)

Thu:_, Eq. (_.5) iLive_ a low,:_,rbom-ld for' t,h,_,fal.lgue life. Not,.,I,h_t

tm_ higher "i_'i:_,the mor_, tJc_:u.rateEq. (_.5) bccomc:_°

The rc,].at.:lon(5.5)wa_ t-Jj,;,]:i_:dto data for test zpee'Lme_LTita "A"

fr_om Table 7.4 (Ps_e 7-24). Fig° _-5 snows a /2_ot or" these data, co_,[_sr_d

with the '%eat estimate" of Fig. _-4. (Th_ values of p in the latter

curve were found from Fig. 6-5, m = 1.) Note, for example , that at the

point where the '%est estimate" curve predicts lO cycles the lower bound

1600 _L.m.Piotted on Fig, 5-5
_W

1400 -- e_,_-_- Lower _ound (Eq, 5.5 )

#-- Adjusted (m=0.75)1200

'_ __timate"
4

: *__ _' /-- "BeSt Estimate" -
1000 - __.. (m:l)

8oo I I I I ,,
0 50 _00 _50 200

CYCLES

.,, Fig. 5-7 Cyclic Data for Tita "A"

5-10

....._,,,..o&_._ . . ^ ......
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Tl_J.s section .m,mlarlze..; tile results obtt_inc_d in thc: pre.;cnt .[nve_t_-

t;ations, Tile ru_;ults at,-' presented in the form of a :;,_,ric_:_ _,t' t_,raj,h:',

which shou.td enab].,_ the prac:ti_:al engineer to ral-,idly estilnrll.,.: _.,l.a_.;I.ic..

and plastic ,;trenzes in weld mismatches st the ,]unetur,:: of' cyl h,d_:r::

to cylind,_r:;3 and hemispheres to llemisl,h_:res.

While designed expressively for the types of' shells _n<:rd,_,_,,Mahoy.,,

the design graphs may also be used to estimate, approximadely, elastic;

" m,d plastic stresses in other types of pressure vessel c<,nfJgurationc.

6.1 Background Information

, Pressure vessels are, tyT;ically_ fabricated from segments of she]is

which are joined by welding (or other methods) to form the complete :-;l:.ruet_a_:.

During this process a mismatch is often introduced. To :ninimize th,_ sl,rc::;_,-

raising effect of the mismateh_ and to compensate for t}:,,lower m,:[-'ha,,i,'u]
,)

properties in the weld_ a weld land_ i.e._ a local 1,hickc,_ill6 of J;h_ s},,._[.[

thickness is used, se,-,Fig. 6-1.

Axis of ,,Revolution

" i ....................

Fig. b-I

6-I i

i "_ '" ' '!''@'" '"'i_ _'_ "_:'_'" " ->:"°""_°"' ....... .. '°'"° 'i"'" '"'°'_:""._"," _;_;:'"-,'"""" o,-_"' o",;' ',"::'""'" '° "" %'.%."' ....
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The critical ],ointj i.e.: the point where failure i'_].ikely to occur, is

the in'_ide surface of the shell with the larger radius. (Theoretl,.al]y:

for unirorm thickness shells_ the outside ._mrfaee of the smaller radius

shell has almo;_t the same stress, howevur: the existerlce of a weld fillet

tends to alleviate this stress son_what). The length of _he weld land Ls

L, includi_i_ a rather long, tapered transition zone.

The analysis method used here is based on the nonlinear elastic and

plastic theory for shells. Stresses include membrane and bending effcctn

but exclude stress concentration due to sharp corners. The information

contained here is applicable only to axisymmetric discontinuities in long_

steep: thin shells. These terms will be discussed briefly.

Lon$ Shell :

f

A shell element is considered long when there is no coupling between

the discontinuity effects at A and B (see Fig. 6-1). This condition

• is satisfied when the meridional distance between A and B is approx-

,. imately equal or greater than the characteristic length L of the
e

shell. Le is defined as the decay distance of discontinuity

stresses. Linear theory predicts this distance to be approximately

equal to 3 R_2t • However the results obtained by nonlinear

theory [I0]indicate that the characteristic lengths of shells

vary with the amount of pressure. This relation is shown in Fig.

6-2. The pressure effect is a function of nonlinearity parameter

p which is expressed by

p .... _ (for v = o.3)

where

p _ pressure (ib/in2)

(negative presstu_e indieate_ externa! ]a'ez,_ure)

E = moduiu_ of elaztic'ity (Ib/'i__)

00000002-TSD03



Obserw_ that at 0 = 03 Lc = 3_Rpt which correspond_ to tile

linear theory so]l_i,loij,.

For practical use the limitation imposed by Fig. 6-2 may not be

. strictly adhered to. It is generally safe to cormldev shells

"long", which have half the length indicated by Fig. 6-2.

ii.._ Steep and Thin Shells

.... A shell element is considered sufficiehtly thin [il] when

1.8_ _ I0

and su_flciunt]y _;teep [LlJ whre.

.y[

..... " .... " _-_"_ ....... /°' : f"" .... :""::';_: ....:'_ _° '_,k'::':

UUUUUUU_ /OIJu_



While the information tL[vcn here is bas_:d on axis,mrmletri(_di.s-

continuities: it e_Jnalso be used for discontinuiLics extelldilIi_

only partially arom_d the eir_ni'ere.cu, prcvidud that this

lent;th _s more than about five times Lhe characteristic length 1

Lc. For shorter distances: the I,re_ent _._,ult._,_rc usually con-

servative: but sometimes slii_,htL_l(lercstlmationmay occur [12].

A particular case of lack of axissnmnetry which in eminently suited

%o be tre_,ted by the present methods is shown in Fig. 6-3.

• _ r ,lllllllllllll;llllll/ll/llllllllllltlllllJ _11_

Fig. 6-3

6.1.2 Weld Land Geometry

The weld land configuration family for which the design graphs strictly

apply is shown in Fig. 6-4. Tile geometric quantities defining this con-

figuration are the length, thickness, and mismatch, expressed in nondimensional

\.. I

1

l" L .....
!



parameters as follows:

* L .5 -xLength L L m L < = (6.].)

t
w

Thickness T _ _- , 1 _ T _ 1.5 (6.2)

t

Mismatch m = A_t , 0 _ m -<1 (6.3)
w

-_ The main effect of the weld land length L is to modify the distr_butlorJ

of the mismatch moment between the two shells (when L --, _ each part,

receives one half of the moment, for 15 < _ more than one half of the

mismatch moment goes to the larger radius_ or outside Shell). This effcct

is 3argely a "ring" effect, i.e., the added area, rather than the addcd

thickness distribution, is the dominant factor. Thus, for weld land con-

• figurations with geometries deviating from the one shown in Fig. 6-3, the
j *

definition of the length L is changed to the following:L

::" -* 2 Aw 1

?: 5 x (,s.,,> ,!

,: _here A w is the weld land area as defined in Pig. 6-4. This equatiou

%'

""_ _ 'Aw t

: "-- Plane of Symmetey
• ' (Joint)
"jo

Fi_;. 6-4

6-5



becomes identical to Eq. (6.1) for the configuration shown in Fig. 6-3

when the transitlo:: is expressed as a second degree curve 3 and very

nearly identical when the transition radius Rt (Fig. 6-3) is constant.

For a triangular weld land

Eq. (6._) reduce:; to L ;-0.9 L/_-_ , which is not very much different

from Eq. (6.1) showinf_;the relative insensitivity of thi_; parameter to

rather gross changes in the geometry.

6.1.3 Stresses and Strains

The stresses computed by the use of the design graphs are total

effective stresses composed of membrane and discontinuity stresses.

The total effective stress is defined as

2.2+%

where _ and o^ are merid_onal and hoop stresses_ respectively.

This relationship is based _ the energy of distortion theory used to

predict the onset of plasticity effects. The theory states that yield-

ing in a biaxial field will occur when the effective stress becomes

equal to the uniaxial yield stress of the material.

The effective strain corresponding to the effective stress is

2 _f2 2 --

-- _'I f¢_o_ ce " e_oee (6._,)

The de:_ign graphs are given in terms of pres_re versus _t.r_Jhl 3 a_ld th,;

strcs,_es are then fow_d as a ftmction of the str,uin. Both the pr_._:_i;ur_,

6-6
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and the ;_tr_:l.n ._r,. _ h, nondi,_:,nslona:l form throug, h the uz,_ of the foJ]'" n_:lr,f:

norms !iz_n,_ ft_ctor.." :

'. t

' ::F w ;?

' .1. + Jl - l:I

- 2 Ftu

% : (L+ :-

I, m is the pressure at which a shell., with a tul.[l'orm thieknc:;s (_qua]. I;o

._" t.# and no mismatch would collapse at the weld jmlctux'e

'. The materlsl is assumed to be titanium 6AI-4V, but any materis]..:

with a similar stress-strain curve, i.e., with a smooth trsnsition

' between the elastic and plastic region, and with a practically 'horizontal

.._ plastic region (see the nondimensional stress.strain curves in Fig. 6-23)
c_n be u.zed.

I ,

_ 6.2 Procedure to Obtain Stresr;es

.:: The following procedure is suggested (and follow..M in the examl_l.e

problems in the following sect:ions) to obtain stresses in weld land_ with

mismatch.

i. Obtain parameters required for the solution. These include the fo]_lowil,t;:

:'"_ o Dimensions of the shell -R2, t, tw, L (or Aw) , _R

- ]:
t %"_

-:_i o Material properties - E, FLu and FF.L. (in she.l.]and. wc.l.d), u

•.- o Internal pressure - p

;_. Determine noJ, lino,'lr p_u0:xmeter O

2-

00000002-TSD08



3. Check the applicability of the curves. The shell must sat_sPy the

following criteria :

o Lon_ shell: Fig. 6-2

o ,T!linshell: ]..8:_R2/t w

o Steci_ _heil: ' t.8 sin _ R2/tw _ ]0

The materls! _;trcss-strain curve must s_tizfy_ approxlmately_ the

following criteria :

FpL
i< -- _o.7o

Ftu

4. Determine weld land geometrical parameters
d

--tw/t

* L
L =

(or L* : _ A
w L

m = Nt
t ,'

w

5. Determine collapse pressure in the membrane area of the shell

t 2

Pm = Ftu R_2 l_+n2.n

n --2 for cylinders

n = 1 for spheres

Use the appropriate :,mteris] strength Ftu .

6-8
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v

: 4,`.¸-_°

EE

t
w ;2

Ftu _Ill :.

1_ _-[' For P ylll,d_,Y-eyl]nder jun,,tln'e

"i
l.',:_r h_'mJ..ql_b-:rc-'-e,y] :il,..h_r ,!Ll/mtUge:

U_e
])_.|It ].'orthe w,:.l.d,

'_. Determine normuliz]ng strm h,

•. 2 (l+,o) Ftu

8. Find appropriate design graph for the T and L x" wilues of Step. _.

Key to the figures:

, i

. _ Figure N_nb er

L. C_linder-C[iinder.. Hemisphere-C_ I;r,d,:;r

l All 6-b 6-14

l.b 6-6 6-1 ') '

1.25 3.0 6-7 6-1.6

,. 4.5 6-8 6-i 7 :

6 6-9 6-]8

-'.7 6-5 6-14

i.', 6-10 _ l'

•,, 3.0 6-11 6-:? o

• . 1.';0 4.D 6-12 6-':.1

(_ 6-1.3 t,-2P

:-_7 6-5 0-!4
,, I r . .

, nltd m t_rld ruHd :;ti't_ih ¢! Cy., Enter the fJ{;m't.' w.tth P/Pro

_z,tcr wj.th .'t,r_:_ll_ alid Ill ; hluI rt,_l,[ t,rt-.,s:-;iu.'c. _;/t]:1). 11-!1,-!1'] c,;_i, i;.q

_a-9

' _ T. ,, ., . _ ' ,_ _" _ . _ ° ' _ '....

_°°'.?_a 7 °_ ,,._,-,' @ .f ...::, .,:...,,.. •..... ...... :_,_o..^,.< ..,; _ .o,:_. ,_7,._.. :_, :_o.,.._'oo ' ":_ _e_::' ..,. .:._ .._ :_ '°'"e o'_.-.
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between charts for T and L may be necessary_ :Ifso_ use linear

interpolatl on.

9. Enter F_g. 6-23 with strain _/_y and read str(_ss s/Ftu and ren]dual

strain ;R/_y .

IO. Enter FiE. 6-24 with m and ;.R/_y and read roz!du_l strcs_ %/Ftu .

Note that approxlilmte solutic.ns to ethel''than the above junctures s or

to external llne l(_ds in addition to irJternal press_Ire may be obta:Ined by

judicious application of the graphs. For example # the eumve[] will be exact

for mismatch in the Joir,s "i" and "2" (see sketch) in a conical pres_ure

vessel if the radius R2 is used instead of tile cylinder radius R.

._.F Spherical Surfac@ i

Joint I _/_---_-_Joint 2

4

• ._ V J

' Joint I is analyzed by the use of the cylinder'cylinder curves and Joint 2
by the use of the hemisphere-cylinder curves. Joint 3 may be analyzed approx-

imately by finding the appropriate factor n at the juncture and then pro-

ceeding by the use of equivalent mlsmstch factors in a way similar to the

one outlined in Section 4 for solving problems involving external support loads.
'%

6,3 Example Problems

The followini_ examples of direct use of the design graphs are given:

" Example No. I: Stresses in a cylinder-cylinder juncture with

mismatch
$ ....

'_' Examp].e No. 2: Stresses in a hemisphere-cylinder Junctl_e with

_!i mismatch :



03' i L_,h,r'-Cyt._!',_:,,v I

6. :.. [ E_:::!_,IJ]_-' Pr,L.l,-_:fl f_o. L

TWO eEIJ.l,,_l.t"i,:r_l ::he I.J :_o_,_u/enl._are welded t.o_.,;,_the_'3 ;,:] t]h ",_I..i._ii;q '. ._

,'_:: ,.:hcw_. Th,t-' r1-,ru,,t_o i_: subjected t,o a prescure c,f Jl_J('_.l,'.:i . Th,- _ ,,--

.o_y
i

1

_//I/i/_/_,)////[[f/)/i///i.['_//////////////////(?/////llllll////__ Weld Land

...,. '0,030 ..

2.10

Determine
I

o t4t_ximumstress at p = 400 l,C,i

o Collapse pressure

Solution

r,

i. Parmneters r_,quiFcd for thu _e,l.ution:

6-Ii

.r _

,.,,, ,,_, _. _ ._: .;.;% _,'::,'_ ,.

.... .. "_' "_._,,' .J' .,.,_ , ,_. 5' .... '_'. . " _ "., ' _° , " ....... ". -- " ""
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[Cyllnder-Cyllnder ]

R2 = 12 in.

t = O.O40 in.

t = 0.050 in.
w

L = 2.10 in.

AR = 0.030 ill.

E = 17 X 106 psi

Ftu = 160_000 psil in shelll

FpL = 120_0OO psi

Ftu = 12.0,000 psi I in weldFpL = 90,000 psi

= 0.3

p = 400 psi

"_ 400

2. o : (l.a)(17xl-6) o-12 I

3. Applicability of curves

o Long shell
L

_. From Fig. 6-2 c = 1.30

_ 3R_Tt _

_i: Lc : (1.30)(3)q(12)(0.04)= 2.70<< 20

_.r.- 0 Thin shell

_/ .u., 27.9 > i0 _.-._. (1.8) V 0.05 =

O0000002-TSF01
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ts
c, _t_;e;[.,',]hull

(1.



6-,., with, _/_y ._ 1.]J2:
9. From Fig. o-_

t

_/Ftu_ o.97o,_ _ (o.97_)(u!o,()o(_)._:]]6,_,oop=_1

i0. From Fig,. 6-.4, with CR _-0.45 and ,it=_0.60:

OR/Ftu -_ O.179, aR :_ (O.175)(120,000) :: 21,000 I,sl

Step 8 is repeated for collapse pressure determination. Assume that maxirn_n

elongation for the weld material is 1.2%

8. (Repeat.)

0•012

_/_y--o.oo612= 1.96

From Fig. 6-7 with e/,y = 1.96 and m = 0.60:

P/Pm = 0.760

P = (0.76)(577) = 438 psi (collapse)

(See also Example Problem No. 2)

if
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[ Ilcmizphere-Cy].lnder ]

6. Pm = (120,000) _0"054]+2.25-1.52" _ = 755 psi

(Larger than pro(membrane), hence weld land not critical for no mismatch)

P/Pro 40o o._3oY%7--

2 (1+0.3) _12()t00.0 = 0. 00612

7. _y=7 (]7)(,06)

8. _ = 1.25, L = 3 -. Fit{. 6-16

From Fig. 6-16, with P/Pro = 0.530 and m = O.80:

_/_y_1.8o

9. From Fig. 6-23, with _/_y = 1.80:

-' a/Ftu = 0.990, _ = (o.990)(120,oo0) = 118,800

%

_R/Ftu" o.295, _R -- (O.295)(]2O, OOO)= 35,400 t)si

Step 8 is repeated for collapse pressure determination. Assume that maximum

elongation for the weld material is 1.2_.

8. (R_pe_t)

_y 0.012 = 1.96_/ _ OI Io_l_

From Fig. 6-16 with _/_y = 1.96 and m = 0.80:

6-16
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[ Ilcm:i spher e-Cylinder ]

C(_pare thi_; co±latmc preusure with that of t'rob].cm No. 1. The cr.i.t:ic'a]

_:'i' point in the preu_mI'c vessel i_ Lhe hc,,:i_",t,h4_,rc-cyl_inder ,ban__'t_re I and the

pressure vessel will fa:l] thcl'e at a pres:-;_g'o o[' about ]4.08 psl

The number of pre_m_re cyc]ez to cause fa-i.lure at 400 i)_:[ can be predi.cted

approximately by u,_,int_ the. :informRt.lon in Soc:ti.cm Ib _] follows:

a, (Refer to page 5.5) m(actuab) :-. (o.7!_)(o.8o) -- o.6o

b. From Fig. 6-16, with ],/i.m ,"_.b30 s,d m ..-0.6(.) : _/_y 1.JO

e. Calculate ratio of applied to ult_mat,e strain. (See a[_o step b Rep'eat)

1.30/]..96 = 0.663

d. Cazculate equivalent strain for use w:itb FJ.#;. 5-5:

e/_ (Fig. 5-5) = (_2.6)(O.6(<_): 1.7_:!

e. Enter Fig. 5-5 with _/¢y = ] .72 gnd read cye-le_',to fail1_re from the
top dashed curve:

Cycles to Failure = 90 (at p _ 4OO psi)

Note: This is a tentative f:Igure based on the results of the particular

test series described in Section 5-5. Large deviations msy be expected

from this figure, and the above procedure _s only included here as a

suggestion for possible application of the results of Section 5.

t_ I' I"
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Fig. 6-23 Stress-Strain Relations
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:. Fig. 6-24 . Residual Stress in Shell Junctures with Mismatch
_." "" I
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7.1 Introduction

Six titanium spccJ.menzh_ving,uimulated weld land mi_matchos wcrc

pressurized for purp ,seaof compari_on with theoretically prcdicted

---- behavior and to experimentally dew,_loplow-cycle fatigue data. In e_ch

case, extensive strain t_agedata was taken in the vicinity of the mismatch.

,_:. Cycling of the pressure in-the plastic range of the material was performed

on all specimens, and strain data on cycles repeated to the same prem_ure

,. was obtained. Five of the six specimens were pressurized to failure.

_ Four cf the specimens (Tita "A" through "D") simulated mismatches

..... between two nominally identical cylinders. Tita '_" and "F" each rePre-_

_ sented a m_-sm_tchbetween a cylinder and a sphere, both havLng nominally

_ " the same diameter.

_ The stress gradients in the vicinity of such miosmatchesare very

.-i_ steep, So that it was clear from the start that exact numerical correla- I

_:,_ tion with theory, at any given strain gage site and pressure, would be _ !

....._ impossible. The ten strain gages used on each specimen were therefore

:_•_. arranged alon_ a meridian so as to sh_ the characteristic peaks and grad-

ients near the mismatch. Even for this to be Successful, the geometry

i of the l,,ismatchhad to be clean and well defined. The mismatch was there-

" _ fore obtained by careful mach_,hingof a thicker blank, rather than by

actual welding, ii "_
E

,.iI- ~

Section 7 is divided into the following subsections:

........ 7.2 Description of the Specimens and Their Manufacture.

;:_hL-- : 7.3 Instrumentation and Test Details.

7._ Data Processing end Presentation.

' Five phot,ogr_phs of the tested specimens are located in Sectlo_ 9, at the

"_j end of this report. All strain data tables ere presented in Appendix B.

. 7-I
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7.2 1k:_{._Pll,ti[qn o1' t,h{_ Sl}ePimmm told Their Mmml'ac;t;ure

7.:. } . I M:lf o.r I.u.l,

/_11 _I],cclmun8 w{:rc rand{: of 6A1-4V titan.ltull. Th{: b],anktL; for b,}th

the cy].:lilde_-eyl tnd{:r sj}u etmen_B and the eyl [nder-hcrnf,Bph{:re npecl morro

w_.re fors, M by th(: V.':ktng For[_,e An{l St, eel. Company, Albany} Calli'oPn.Ia 3

and received u.ltra:_onlcin,'_]}cctionto a 3/64" ,_tandard flat bottom hole.

The chemical anal.y,_is supplied by V:[king Forge _ show8 the following {'h{._,l-

ic2_t.[, compoD1 tt on:

[
"" A].u_,irlum 6. {}0 %

, Vanaditml 3.88 _

:_ :', Nitrogen O.009

Oxygen O.13

...._] _" Hydrogen O.0011 "

., Iron O.135 '_

'_ Carbon " 0 ,021 _ ..... _

Titani]m to 100%

-.. In the annealed, forged and stress relieved eondition_ Viking reports a

" 0.2 percent'offset yield st,rength of 128.6 ksi, fourteen percent maximum I

i elongation and an ultimate strength ranging fr ,m ].42.5 to 170.0 ksl. .

':_ ") The cylinder-cylinder specimens (Tita "A" thrc',gh "D")were machined ..
• /

from forged rings having an O.D. of 10.25 inches, a wall thickness o9-O.5

:_ inches_, and a length of 9.75 inches. The extra length was used to provide,. D

"_ materlal :for test coup ,ns (macliined from the blank after heat treat).

._, The cylinder-hemisphere specimens were machined from solid forged cyiin- _

_: drical billets_ and coupons were taken from the corners of these billets.

_ The solid billetswere rough-machined to an outline approximately 0,5 _i.

,i>." inches thick and containing tile finished desired cross-section of the
iL.....' : ,
• _ specimen. _,_

)_i:.'-_ 7 ......Solut:ion Treatment and A_in_

_7.. Th{: '_ix unlt:_ (all hsvinff. Ul_ approx.iI_te tuHform th.i,",nI;s:; ot' (),', "

,_: inches) were then solution treated and a_e{l. Th.I8 con::i:;t,; ol :_ :;(}aP el, _

1

.._,.o _ ,_'_.'/{' . _ 2".,._ • ,._ -_ _ _:._ . .:, ,•_:.._ _ '_ ,, _. '6% 2 _, ' _ .... % ;i ,. " _ _" o ', ,:<_ ...... " ' " .,, :,- ,o,. .... _°.. ,'_--.-_ . o_ " _ B _., .
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17t_0% ' for on,: hour £ollow_.d l,y a water quench (_olution treatmcnt), then

ag:l.r,t5 for four hourt_ at 9_i)°F.

7.':.3 Fin.i_hMachining

The final machining waB done in four _rtages on all speclmens. In

r_tage.#.I,approx:Imatc]y o.l inches of ttmtcrlal was removed from the inner

surface of the blank. In _t,agc_/2, about the same amount was removed from

the out_idc surl'ac_._. In stage #:3, the inI_ide was flnished to the final

dimcn::iorm (requlrlnE the removal of about O.i inches more of material

,. thickness). A close-fitting hard-wood wand'-el was then inserted inside the

specimen 3 and in stage #4, the outside surface wa0 finished to tl_e flnal

dimensions. Figures 7-I through 7-6 show the cross-sections of revolution _,_

of the six specimens. The dimensions given in these figures were machining

,goals, and are not necessarily the finished dimensions, though the difference

between these two was quite small. Tables 7.1, 7.2 and 7,3 list the results

" of thickness mappings done on Tita "A", Tita "E'iend Tita "F", respectively..

_: As can be seen from these tables, the circumferential variation in thickness

is usually less than plus/minus O.OO1 "inches.

The successive removal of material f_rst from e inner then outer "_7I

surfaces was intended to minimize ovalizing _!nd_circumferential( thickness _

variation which can-occur due to residual stresses. The removal of mater_al 1

from one surface (in stage #i) inevitably causes ovalizing of the unmachined

!_ 'i' surface But this ovalness is machined away in stage #2. While stage _2 is

in process the once true surface of stage #I is becoming ovalized, but _to a . :. J

much lesser extent. This ovalness is eliminated in stage #3 which in turn

may leave an ovalness of even lesser order to be machined away in stage #4.

Each time a surface is machined, it ends up true at the expense of the other

surface. But the less material there is left, the less residual stress there

_'-_.... is_o cause further ovalizing. For once, the Law of Diminishing Returns i
" I!

__ works in our favor. Final out-of-roundness" was never move then 0.005 inches,_', . ,

compared to figures ten to twelve times larger in a previous similar test

program [i] where 'the inner-outer technique was not used. Circumferential

thickness variations were also far better than in the previous program, for

obvious reasons • ,_

; -

,_ 7-3
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tO, _:_ c,_ 0 0 0 Ir _, 0

,-'1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

r-q .0 0 C) 0 0 C_ 0 0







7.2.4 Test Coupons

Seven test coupons were taken from the rough-machined blanks after

solution treatment and aging. Those taken from Tits '_" are labelled S-l, I

S-2 and S-3. Those taken from Tits '_" are marked "C-I" through "C-4".

The outline of the test coupons is shown in Fig. 7-7. An accurately re-

traced stress-strain curve for specimen S-2 is shown in Fig. 7-8. This

figure also includes a table summarizing the principal test results for

all the specimens.

c

Tests on these Coupons were run on ascrew-driven universal test-

ing machine at a strain rate -of approximately .005 percent (strain) per

minute. Strain was measured by means of two back-to-back foil gage s in-

stalled at the specimen's minimum cross-section. These gages were .062

inches square, andwere wired to read the average axial strain.
f

7.2.5 Closure Hemispheres
1

: Three additional solid billets were machined to form closure
hemispheres. These hemispheres had a varying thickness, being 0.5 inches

thick at the crown and tapering gradually and smoothly to the same thick-

ness as that of the piece to which it was welded.- After a test, the

hemispheres were sawn off and their open end remaehined to the proper

thickness and flatness for rewelding to the next test specimen. A 9/16

inch hole at the crown of these hemispheres served to allow pressuriza-

tion and passage of electrical conCuctors for use on the two internal

strain gages.

The welding of the closure to the test specimen was done by means

of an electron beam welder. For this operation, the closure was mounted

onto a Jig which made it possible to rotate the assembly about its axis

inside the welding chamber. A weld land of at least .150 inch thickness _

7"13
i,

t,
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Fig. 7-7 Test Coupon Outline
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was provided on each specimen_ and riodifficulties were e,,countered in the

welding of these thicker portions. The saw cut following the test was made

to fall at the center of the weld.

7-3 Instrumerltation and Test Details

7.3.1 Strain Ga_es a_d Their Recording_._

Ten strain gages were _nstalled on each specimen, two of which were

installed on the inside surface.

The numbering aystem and relatfve locations of the strain gages is

the same in all tests# and is shown in Figs. 7-9 and 7-11. It will be noted

fn these figures that the exact distance from one gage to the next varies

from one test to the other, and this is because the variations _n geometry _

made these changes advisable.

These figures also supply the actual thicknesses measured in the

....vicinity of the strain gage sites, land gives the widths iof the simulated

weld lands,-weld land transitions, and weld beads_ as well as the actual

mismatch or offset in each case.

Note also that from Tita '_" to Tita "F" there is a _-eversal in the ,

direction_ of the gage numbering (from _eft to right).- This was done to

preserve the relative positions of the gages and because the larger dia- .

metered member was of more interest from t_.+ standpoint of strain measure-

ment. -

While these diagrams are essentially to scale# a few dimensions were

- distorted to avoid the need for a fold-out sheet. All distorted dimensions .

are marked hy an asterisk. .'

: Where a transverse (circumferential) gage is shown coupled with a
2 ,,'j

" : longitudinal gage, a T-r0sette was used_ with their elements about 0.iO
"i,

inches apart (in the circtu_ferential directic,iLonly).

7-16
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Gages used were epoxy-backed constantan foil, having six parts _._r

million per degre e F temperature compensation and 1/16 inch gage length I

whether rosette or single element. The surface of the titanium wqs first

degreazed with successive ncetone swabbings. A qu_ck wipe with a dilute

,. etehant (1.5% HF, 30% m_03, 68.5% H2) was foll(:_'gdby swabbing with an

ammoniated neutralizer. The cement used for bonding the gages was William

T. Bean'_ e_,oxy "RTC Fix-Mix" which requires an }our's cure at 140°F.

The gt_ges_ere sht_Itcalibrated_ with the usual corrections applied

_ f_,rlead re_istance and for any shunt resistors needed to balance the bridge.

The strain _age signals, along with. that of the pressure transducer_

were measured and recorded by a Hewlett Packard 2_45 Series Data Acquisition

System (DAS). The DAm consists of a cross-bar scanner -4hich selects the

gage to be read, Su integrating digital voltmeter (reading to one microvolt

accuracy), and two recording devices in parallel: One, a printer which puts

the data in digital form on a tape_for test monitoring purposes, and two, a _ _

perforated tape punch so that the data can be p_ocessed on a Computer.

To obtain strain data in engineering units, the_DC bridge voltage is

set at approximately two. The exact voltage is set with a finely adjustable

_ control to produce the desired number of digital counts upon application of
a precision calibration shunt to the gage.

The largest source of inaccuracy in the system is the manufacturer's

stated precision of the gage factor (plus/minus half a percent). The re-

solution and repeatability of the system is one microstrain. This _fact is

made amply evident from the strain tables wklch are discussed further on.

The external array of gages is visible in Fig. 9-2 which shows Tita

ii_'_ "B" after test.
,[

.... /,

7.3.2 Pressure Measurement

i

Pressure was measured by two independent devices in parallel with

•.*..,. the pressure line into the specimen, One of these was a Teledyne Model

206-SA strain gage bridge pressure transducer with a range from zero to :,:

............. 1

_..,. ,.,_. ,_.._!:_.._ :,!'_: ,._, ::o..,, j,_,_ : , :;,,_""-,.%.,.'_" "'_k,_°o._ 0 .. ",.'_L o° ._, _::
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.... .........................

2000 psl, and the other was a Heise precision dial gage with tha same range

and a resolution of 2.5 psi. The Teledyne gage was cormected to the above

mentioned DAS# and the bridge excitation was adjusted to produce one co_it

per psi of pressure.

7-3.3 Pressurization Deviceiiii i

Hydraulic pressure was obtained from an electrically driven hydraulic

power supply, and controlled by a Research Inc. "Servac" unit which in turn

controlled a Moog Series 73 servovalve wlth a two gpm capacity.

A ramp Voltage generator also capable of holding a constant voltage

at any desired level 3 was used to supply a command voltage to the Servacj

thus assuring smooth pressure increase with no overshoot at the pressure

°i plateaus.

':_ 7.3.4 Test Procedure - Preliminary

•_-- Prior to gaging, the specimen thickness was systematically mapped

•"X (see Tables 7.1 through Zo3), The strain gage array (falling entirely on

y:,T one generator) was placed in the thinnest region.

Thickness mapping was done with a sheet metal micrometer having a

• vernier scale reading to .OOO1 inches, but on curved and non-rectilinear

profiles the accua*acy of the measurement is more probably plus/minus .0005

__:_ inches because o# uncertainty as to the micrometer alignment and placement.

._, After closure welding, strain gage installation, and connection to

"-: the hydrauli c power supply, all alr Was bled from the system through a T-

fitting right at the specimen connection, and the specimen was installed

-L.'. inside a section of thlck-walled pipe for persoznel protection.

•_ Pressure was applied in a series of steps# with the pressure in-

crease between the plateaus being smooth and gradual (about lO0 psi per

minute). The plateaus (on the pressure vs. time record) were set at nom-

inally 1OO psl increments (50 psl for Tita "A"). Strain and pressure

readings were taken at these plateaus while the pressure was being held ....

?-21.
_T--_
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constant. After reaching the third (ascending) plateau and taking readings

at this level# the pressure was returned to zero, at which time a full data

scan was again taken. On the next cycle, the first (lowest) plateau was

set at the level of the second plateau of the previous cycle_ so that the

highest plateau of each cycle was one pressure increment higher than the

highest i_re_sure of the previous cycle. Each cycle thus consisted of tak-

ing strain readings at three pressures, followed by a reading at the re-

turn to zero. The pressure increments between each reading (on each cycle)

were nominally equal. The reason fox' this loading pattern was to identify

the onset of yielding and will be more apparent af_cer reading the section

on Data Processing (Section 7.4). i
E:

7.3.5 Repeated Cycling

In this test program (as opposed to the work described in Ref. i),

the cycling of pressure to a given maximum pressure was repeated, in some : i

cases up to leO times, as a means of investigating low,cycle fatigue
i

characteristics. The repeated cycling procedurewas not initiated until .
I

the several strain gages on the specimen indicated that significant plastic

behavior had occurred. I

Once the repeated Cycling was initiated, strain readings were no

longer taken at every cycle. The general rule followed was to take read-

ings at three pressure steps (as described above)and upon return to zero

pressure for the flrst, fifth and tenth cycle of a group of repeated cycles,

all having nominally the same peak pressure. The readings being taken

at three pressure steps is an essential part of the computer data process-

ing, but on cycles where no data was "read" (or taken), the specimen was

brought smoothly up to the i)eak pressure, then returned to zero pressure.

Such a cycle (with no readings) took approximately one minute - slightly ......

less at the lower pressures, slightly more at the higher ones. :

The strain data tables (Appendix B) show a left-mo'_;tcol_i hcadud

"reading". T_.is word was chosen to nvoid _ termh]ology confu_Jon with :

the word "cycle". In this ease_ they ar_:in fact s_iozl_nou_ but the

distinction is made because once the repeated (;yelir_ procedure Js

7-22
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initiated, the reading number no longer corresponds to the true cycle number

(experienced by the specimen)° This is, of course, because "readings" were

not being taken at every cycle.

To assist the reader in keeping track of true cycles and their

corresponding reading numbers, and to provide an immediate apergu of the

low-cycle _fatigue program for any given specimen, a "Cycling Chronology"

(Tables 7.4 through 7.9) is supplied for each test specimen. Since these

relate to procedure they will be discussed here.

7.3.6 C.yclin_ Chronologies

The first column of,these tables (7._4through_7.9) gives the "reading"

number which appears in the strain gage data tables (Appendix B). The

computer prints these serially, and it wou.ld have required elaborate pro-

graining (for each specimen) to get it to print the true cycle number

(henceforth, Just "cycle").

The second column supplies the corresponding cycle number_ which is

the number of cycles/actually experienced by the specimen. Parentheses
7 I

are used throughout the table to distinguish cycle number from reading _ j
nu_er. The nu_er in parenthesis is the cycle number in every case.

The third column supplies the peak pressure to which the specimen

was repeatedly cycled - for that ro_ of cycles. Each such group is re-

presented by a single line in the table.

"' For some groups 3 additional data readings were taken at some of

:: the intermediate repetions within th_ group. The reading numbers and

their corresponding cycle numbers (in parenthesis) are given in the

_ fourth column for these intermediate readings.

The column at right gives the total nun_er of cycles for that Eroup.

The cumulative subtotal (for any llne) of cycles in this column corres-

ponds to the highest cycle number cited in the second colun_ (for that

line ).

7-23 ..
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Table 7.4

TITA "A"

CYCLING CHRONOLOGY

READING(S ) CORRESPONDING MAXIMUM STRAIN MEASUREMENTS HUMBER OF
LABELLED: TRUE TO CYCLE PRESS. ALSO MADE AT READ- CYCLES AT

(on strain NUMBER(S ) (OF GROJP) INGS (CYCLES) MAX. PRESS.
data tables ) P.S.I. LABELLED SHO_'_ AT LEFT

• 1 thru 12 (1 thru 12) 950 *l 12 _

o

13 thru 17 (13 thru 23) lO00 14(14), 15(16), 16(18) ll

18 thru 21 (24 thru 34) 1050 19(25), 20(29) ll

22 thru 25 (35 thru 45) llO0 23(36), 24(40) ii ..

26 thru 29 (46 thru 56) ll50 27(47),28(51) 11

30 thru 33 (57 thru 67) i200 31(58), 32(62 ii

_ j4 thru 37 (68 thru 78) 1250 35(69), 36(73 ii

38 thru 41 (79 thru 89) i300 39(80), 40(84) ll
P - !

, 42 thru 45 (_0 thru lO0) 1350 43(91), 44(95) ll

I
_:, _ 46 thru 49 (lO1 thru ii_) 1400 47(102), 48(106) ii

50 thru 53 (ll2 thru 122) 1450 51(113)_ 52(117) ll

54 thru 57 (123 thru 133) 1500 55(124), 56(128) ll

No Data (134 thru 144) 1550 (135), (139) ll
" *2

" " (145) 158o ....

*i. In this elastic range I strain measurements were made at 50 psi increments

from 300 to 950 psi_ with a return to zero after each set of "3-step readi:,gs". I

!
*_. Cycles 134 through 145 were performed on the following day. Strain deta had

i

dr_fted badly overnight and no good zero strain datum remalnedj so no strain
measurements were taken duri_g this set of cyclesp hence no rcading number:_.

Failure was _n longltud:Ina] tension (due to bending). Failure line followed
center <f mismatch all the way arow_d the specimen.
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Table 7.5

TITA "B"

CYCLING CHRONOLOGY

READING(S) CORRESPONDING MAXIMUM STRAIN MEASUREMENTS NUMBER OF
LABELLED: TRUE TO CYCLE PRESS. ALSO MADE AT HEAD- CYCLES AT

(on strain NUMBER(S) (OF GROUP) INGS (CYCLES) MAX. PRESS.

data tables ) P .S.I. LABELLED SHOWN AT LEFT

! *l 13O0 *2 1

2 14oo *3 1

3, 4 &.9 15oo 7

I0, 14 & 19 1600 lO

20, 24 & 29 1700 lO

3o, 34 a 39 18oo lO

40, 44 & 49 1900 lO

50, 54& 59 2000 lO

60 2000 *4 1

I

*l. Tape punch malfunctioned resulting in no computer processing of data.
° Printed tapes are submitted as data instead_ with true cycle number

added to data by hand (see text).

-2. Strain measurements made at lO0 psi (nominal) increments from lO0 to ]200

psi_ with no return to zero pressurebetween measurements.

- "3. Strain measurements made at 1200 and 1300 psi with no return to zero between
measurements •

_ *4. 2000 psi pressure was held for 80 minutes and strain measurements were made

at 5 minute intervals. Specimen was not taken to failure.

' ""-.._ .- -"-_--_'_' :. "_ "_. "_ ; ": .' " ' Y_O ..:")'- _ '._, o " . _,- .;." _. ,.o. , " _,_ _. "._ _,,,_ _."_ _c_,.._ ._.L'_ _ _"7_
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Table 7.6

TITA "C"

CYCLING CHRONOLOGY

READING (S) CORRESPONDING KAXIMUM STRAIN MEASUREMENTS NUMBER
LABELLED: TRUE TO CYCLE PRESS. ALSO MADE AT READ- CYCLES AT

(on strain NUMBER(S) (OF GROUP) INGS (CYCLES) MAX. PRESS.
data tables ) P .S.I. LABELLED SHOWN AT LE_T

i, 2 &3 (l,2 _3) *l 3

4 thru 6 (4 thru 13) _ 1500 9(8) lO

7 thru 9 (14 thru 23) 1600 8(18) lO

lO thru 12 (24 thru 33) 1700 11(28) lO

13 thru15 (34thru43) 1800 14(38) 10

16 thru 18 (44 thru 53) 1900 17(48) lO

19 thru 21 (54 thru 63) 2000 20(58) lO

*2
22 (64) 2100

I

*i. 1200, 1300 and 1400psi, respectively.

*2 Specimen failed at 21.00 psi immediately following the scanning of date et
this pressure.

Failure was in circumferential tension.

1

: 7-;'6

<. .;-, .-
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Table 7.7

TITA "D"

' CYCLING CHRONOLOGY

_,AOING(S) COm'mSPO_I_GmXI_ ST_ _AS_nS m_E_ OF
LABELLED: TRUE TO CYCLE PRESS. ALSO MADE AT READ- CYCLES AT

(on strain NUMBER(S) (OF GROUP) INGS (CYCLES) MAX. PRESS.
data tables ) P.S .I. LABELLED SHOWN AT LEFT

1 thru 5 (1 thru 5) 1600 *l 5

6 thru 8 (6 thru 15) 17O0 7(10) lO

9 t_uii (16thru25) 18o0*2 I0(20) io

*i. iO00 to 1600 in lO0 psi increments (return to zero after each increment).

*2. Specimen failed i_dlately after the scanning of data at this pressure.

Failure was in circumferential tension. I



.e

T_ble 7.8

TITA "E"

CYCLING CHRONOLOGY

READING(S) CORRESPONDING MAXIMUM STRAIN MEASUREMEI_fS NUMBER OF
LABELLED: TRUE TO CYCLE PRESS. ALSO MADE AT READ- CYCLES AT
(on Strain NUMBER(S) (OF GROUP) INGS (CYCLES) MAX. PRESS.
data tables) P.S .I. LABELLED SHOWN AT LEFT

1 thru 3 (1 thru lO) 1600 2(5) tO

4 thru 6 (ll thru 20) 1700 5(15) 10

7 thru 9 (21 thru 30) 1800 8(25) iO

*i io0iO thru 2_ (31 thru 130) 1900 11(32!, 12(40)
13(45);14(_o)
15(55), 16(60)
17(65), 18(70)
19(75),20(80)
21(9o),22(lOO)
23(11o),2_(_o)

. + -25(13o)+

i

+_ *i. Tita "E" failed on true cycle number (131) during which the goal was to
attain 2000 psi. The specimen failed at 1940 psi, and no strain data was
obtained on cycle 1B1.

+Failure was in circumferential tension.

T-_8

+

- ++_J',,+o°__: "ok ._ "" "" ° " ° ......._+_" °"
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Table 7.9

TITA "F"

CYCLING CHRONOLOGY

READING (S) CORRESPONDING MAXIMI_4 STRAIN MEASUREMENTS NUMBER OF
LABELLED: TRUE TO CYCLE PRESS. ALSO MADE AT READ- CYCLES AT

(on strain NUMBER(S) (OF GROUP) INGS (CYCLES) MAX. PRES8.

data tsbles ) P.S .I. LABELLED SHOWN AT LEFT

1 (i) 12oo i

2 thru 4 (2thru lO) 1300 3(5) 9

5 thru 19 (ii thru 210) 1400 6(15), 7(20), 8(30), 200
9(4o), lo(5o), 11(6o),
12(70),13(9o),14(lO0),
15(110),16(120)17(130),
18(1_o),19(21o)

20 thru 25 (211thru 310) 1500 21(230),.22(240) i00 .
'. ' 23(250), 24(260)

25(31o)

26 311 1600 *I _ i

*i. Specimen failed immediately upon ccmpletlon of taking data on true cycle '
number 311. Pressure was already decreasing preparatory to taking a
"return to zero" reading when failure occurred.

Failure was in longitudinal tension (due to bending). Failure line
followed center of mismatch all the way around the specimen.

7"_9
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For Tits "B", tlle tapc-pu_ich malfu_mtioned, and it wn.q not possible

to proces_ the data by computer. The _rinted tapes were edited and j_a:d_ed

onto the data she.eta to p_avlde the reader with the raw data (which is

x_iLe close - numerlca]ly - the normally computer processed data). SiJ_ce

the block:_ of data had to be labelled, the correct cycle was marked on

each group of readlnds, arid _;o the "read[n_ v[:. cycle" distinction ne,:_ded

• in the other te_ts is superfluouu.

'[.4 Data Processin_ and Pl'esentatlon

7.4.1 General Goals and the Approach

The basic purpose of the losdit,g sequence and data processing was to

recognize and emphasize the onset of yielding, and to make it possibl_ _. to

differentiate between nonlinear elastic behavior and nonlinearity due to

plastic stress. The key to this lles in being able to measure strain at

exactly the same pressures on successive loading cycles, where each cycle

progresses to same pressure level higher-than tl]e preceding cycle. The

problem was to take measurements at exactl[ the same l.ressure, for pur/_oses

of.comparing strain. _he solution was to take strain readings at several

pressures on each cycle, and to set these pressures so that their values

overlapped and gradually increased from one cycle to the next. If the in-

crement of pressure between successive strain measurements (on the same

cycle) were not too large, it would then be possible to interpolate to some

" . "exact" pressure value for each cycle. Because of the overlapping of act-

ual pressures inthe data taking _on successive cycles, there could be over- -"

lapping, or _ore correctly, coincidence: of the interpolated "exact ''_ _

pressure values from one cycle to the next.

7.4.2 The Data Inter_olation Technique /

Although this data processing is called the "Data Interpolation

Technique", it should be pointed out that in some cases the data j._1in

4

7"30 _ i
I
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fact, extrapolated. The calculation process is har_dled by a Tymshare .

computer. The p_mched tape from the data acqalsition system is "read-in"

at the Tymshare console: which then prints out the strain tables _resentcd

in A2pend_x B_ after additional test paramezer information ha_ been supplied.

The difference between interpolation or extrapolation is merely one of s_gn_

which is handled automatically by the computer program. So that th__.reader I

is not forced to refer to the perhaps ler,s ac_'eessibleappendix_ a sample

set of data is included h,.,refor easy reference (Table 7.10).

7.4._ The Strain Data Tables

" The first strain column in these L_ibles (for each strain gage) i_

headed bya "zero", which of course refers to pressure. Values _isted in

this column are the residual strains accumulated from previous cycling.

Attention is drawn to the fact that a zero pressure value listed for the

reading numbered "n" was a value obtained upon return to zero (pressure)

immediately following the set of reading_ (at pressure) labelled "n- I".

This is of some significance where extra cycles (wlth no strain readings)

are added between the readings labelled "n - i" and "n". For the reader

who"skips: the above reference to extra cycles (with no strain readings)

will be clearer if Sections 7.3.5 and 7.3.6 are reviewed more carefully. %!

The first reading in this zero pressure column is alwads zero#

• which is the initial zero strain datum. Other zero values in this col_ann

- (if they occur.) do in fact mean that the strain returned to its initial
,:, 3

_ zero value. As at other pressures: it was necessary to extrapolate to
,?

zero pressure. The system never completely dumps all pressure, and

"retuA.n-to-zero ''pressure readings are inevitably taken at some pressure

value slightly above zero. In this case, the extrapolation is based on

the slope of the pressure-strain line to the lowest pressure at which

:- strain readings were taken. 1

The single zeros in all columns except the first column s_gnify

that no data was taken at that pressure and on that cycle. With 5he

acute hindsight so commonly found a_'ter all the work is done: it is "

1'-3! :',.

• .. .., _ . .. _' Oo _,,. "°°' , .o ..... )_." ,";'° %,' _'°_, .,_ _,.. ,, - oo._. o:o . , __°. i' '. ,_7 _ .... ' , ....... . -
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realized that getting the computer to print a star (or other symbol) in

place of these "no-measurement zeros" would have been an improvement over

the present arrangement.

The non-zero values listed in the tables are strain in units of

microstrain (one microstrain is one micro-inch per inch of strain), and

positive values are for tensile straln.

It will be noted that when the pressure increment was lO0 (or 50)

psi, the first pressure listed in any table is not lO0 (or 50) psi, but

some multiple of this value higher. Readings were not-taken at very low

pressures because they would not have added useful data to an already

" voluminous listing. The reason is then strictly economic.

For Tita "A" for which the data is a matrix of 57 rows by 26 columns,

some of the printed pages have been omitted. This was done wherever the

entire page consisted of "no-measurement zeros".

A very thorough discussion of the data interpolation technique

(which was at that time called "Data NormallzatiOn") is found in Section i

, 6._ of Reference 1.

!_ 7.4._ Special Data Handling - Tita "B"

As mentioned above, the tape punch malfunctioned during the test

on Tita "B", so that the data interpolation procedure (bY computer) could

not be performed. The data was not lost_ however, since it was available

in its "raw" form on the printed tapes.

These printed tapes are the only data supplied for Tita "B", but a

careful Study of these tapes will show that strain readings were taken

st pressure values so close to the nominal lO0 psi increments that the

interpolation correction required sould have been quite small in most

sets.

Each " "scan consists of elevf_n pieces of data, the first of which

(labelled "p") is the pressure. The next ten values, proceeding upward

7-33 _ I J
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i

from the "p" value are the ten strain gages in their proper numerical order.

The value of "p" is in actual psi, but each of the ten strain readinL_s must

be multiplied by five to give the ans_.'e.rin units of mlcrostraLn. The cycle

number (for each scan) has been written in by Hand just above the pressure

value for that scan. As already explained, no distinction is neces_;ary

between "reading" and "cycle" nmnber for Tits "B" data.

Because it made the finished pages easier to read, all the zero

pressure readings (labelled "RTZ" for'_eturn to zer49 are found on the

first two pages, with the exception of the RTZ's* for cycles i, _9 and 60.

The reasons for .these exceptions will be immediately evident.

The records of cycle #i show that pressure was raised in i00 psi

/ increments up to 1300, and readings were taken at each increment. The "RTZ"

for cycle #l is the center block of data of the-fourth (Tits '_") page

of data, and it shows that 2_0 microstrain (tensile) strain still remains ....

on gage #3 (58 x 5 = 290). :_

Cycle #2, on the same page, went to 1400 psi with readings at

1200, 1300 and 1400, followed by an RTZ (at the lower right-hand corner).

The RTZ for cycle #2 was taken at 30 psi vs. 48 psi for cycle #1, and the

reading for gage #3 still (coincidentally) shows a reading of 290 micro- _
strain. Reference to the gage #3 reading at 1400 psi shows 1300 cou_its

or 6500 microstrain. The slope to 1400 psi of the strain vs. pressure

. curve (assuming_ linearity) is then _.65 microstrain per psi. To obtain

the true permanent strain (if any), this slope (or extrapolation factor)

must be applied to the "RTZ" pressures of cycles #1 and #2. For cycle #I,

i this pro.lucca 67 microstrain (290-223) and cycle #2, 150 mlerostraln

'_ / (290-140). These two value._ are then the true permanent set following

cycles #l and #2, respectively. _

The systematic pattern Of repetitive cycles starts on page _ (of

the Tita "B" data). The three stepped pressure readings for each cycle :Q

RTZ = Return to Zero

7-34 "_
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appear side by side (across the pal,;e)an: each page has this data for three

cycle's;:the first, fifth and tenth cycle of each _roup of repeated cycle_,

where earth cycle of each group is identlcu], in pressure levels and readi:Jgs.

_his continues to cycle #59 (with a peak pressure of 2000 _,si) on

the tenth ?age of the Tits "B" data.

On cycle #.60: the data for which starts on the eleventh page, with

the RTZ strain values for cycle #59: the pressure was raised to 2000 psi

and held there for 80 minutes, and readings were taken at five minute in-

tervals to monitor the creep (change in strain with time: while under

load). The reading at 40 minutes was inadvertently not taken. The RTZ

for cycle #60 is shown beside the RTZ for cycle #59 for easier :comparison

(i.e., just before the"O minutes at_pressure" reading).

7.4.5 Other Irregularities in the Strain Tables

For Tita '_" and Tita ',w,,the printed raw data tapes have becn_

pasted together for the first cycle only: in ordcr to provide a view of I

the pressure-strain relationship in the elastic range For Tita "E"
i

! strain measurements for Cycle #l were taken at lO0 psi increments up to

1.300 ps:[: and for Tita "F" in the same increments up to ')O0. Thereafter:

•. measurements were taker: in the usual pattern i%r the rest o£ the flrzt

cycle: i.e.: at l_O0, 1500 and 1600 psi for Tita '_", and lO00: iloo a_,l

12o0 psi for Tita "F". The data for these measurem,mts appear in the

regular form and are labelled "Rcuding #.l".

Oec'mlonally: throughout the data, un irregularity appears in a

- strain w_lu,:. This takes the form of a nuunber that doe:_ not fall ._nto

-- the general puttern. Thln happens when electrical nol:_o i_ i_re_ent in

._: the phone lines of the Tymshare computer• If it hSppem_ more than twice

" .. in a prlnted ].)age:the uzuul procedure was to have tilecomput(:r re-do thtlt', [

Pa_,o._but :_ince :Ithappens at ].e_st on(,er]pl,_9_,tout (d'l',i_._tlm,_.3th,.r,._-

,[olltV,of l,a_,efiw(,uLd have gotten out of hand :l.ftota.L ,'', '"pe ri_._.l,,i.on W_JI;

m]oent_._tl. _]in,_'(_ these (._<,cur£n.(.:-_"• ' , ('_'- [ere u[_uf]lly obviom] arid :;il,{,_(._ _,o lI_t(')1

<,f t,h(z 4_._t,:_ _w.,r]._t[)3 its(.,,lfz It wo_ _'elt l,][IOt tll,2_e ,J_:CU',.;J._,_a.I. _:rc(,r_:

t]h_.)u[4 }, _: ov,_r.l.ool.:..ed.

..
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7.4.6 Onset of Yielding

There ar,. two ways to z'ecogniz(_the onset of y leLd_nL_ from th,,strain

tabl,_s. The first is non-repeatability of strain at any given pr .....urc.

The writer feels that pluz/mlnus flvc microstraln non-repeatabllity is a

suitable crlterlon because it i_ distinctly greater than the resolution of

the instrw_Lentatlon system and the subsequent processing procedure. If

most gages wiJl repeat to within a total span of four l,Jicrostrainat three

different pressurizatl(;ns, it is reasonable to claim a resolution of plus/

minus two microstrain. This claim can, of course, ol,ly be made with the

knowledge that the system is inherently very stable and the test set-up

basicaliy "free from typical disturbances such as fluctuating "ambient"

,: temperature, large sources of electrical noise, etc. In addition, the

integra%in_ voltmetez' is a verystable device, electrical shielding was

used on all leads and a "guard system" is'ilncorporated in the scanner. _

The absolute strain readlhga may not be accurate to plus/minus two micro-

strain, but certainly the reliitive measurements (on any one gage) have
!

this accuracy on repeatabili?!y. This accuracy (of the strain gage) be-

gins to deteriorate after very large Strain excursions (over 2500 micro-

strain or 0.25 percent strain), but the resolution allowance is multiplle.d

by 2'5 for _he criterion, and t},ecriterion is usually app].ied befc,re 2_O0 1

microstrain is 8"ttained.

The second sign of plastic strain is the build-up o£ residual strain

upton return to zero pressure (after each cycle). Here s the writer feel_

the discrepancy or resolution allowance should be increased to plu::/minus

ten mlcrostrain. The reason for the larger allowance i_;two-fold: First,

the extrapolation to zero operation uses a less reliabl(_."correction _bpe"

than thoz_eused at I,}_ehigher pressure increments. Secondly, straln_ upon;i....
return to zero pressure have been fouxLd (on other te:3t, in_; i,rograms) to be

,,- less repeatable than strains at _ome well defined load. Thls may be be-

,_ cause the stresses that induce a given strain at the higher 1cads are

.large enough to overcome certain friction mechanisms that play a rol_:_Ir_

the strain magnitude, whereas at zero load/T)ressure levels the stre:_._

drops below a threshhold lew;l_ and frict l.onprevent'_ the l.a_l,defc,rma-

tlon_ he from bclng "cleanly term,in,ted". The gravity supports of th,.

specimen itself may be _;Ignif]ca__ in thin r_:sl,,ct. At hlgh l,re'_m_r_.m_

.: 1'236

_--z #
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Section 8

" COMPARISON BETWEEN THEORY AND TEST

A series of analyse:% using tilecomputer program EPSOR [P] was c_Jrri(,d

out for each one of the six test speeimen._ used in the experimental pro_ram.

These ana£yses were made using the nominal data for the test zpecJmen.q.

In all ease_s except for Tita F, the measured geometry of the te_t specimen_

was so close *J to the nominal dimensions that _t was not considered warranted

to re-analyze the specimens using the exact thickness.

The objective of the tests was to check_ for a variety of geometrical

• conflgurations, some of the details Of the analytical predictions, and to

explore low;cycle fatil'_e3--which is not within the state of the art of

current analytical methods.

8.1 Static Failure,

No tests on static failure, i.e., a One-load cycle to failure, wa,,_
i

made. All test specimans were cycled between zero and high pre:_surcs into

/ thc plastic region before fai]ur,_ occurred Thin cycllng Rppears to haw,,

• had the effect of a "shake-down": the effectiw_ mismatch _ecms to bec'omc

,:_ less than the nominal mismatch after eycli_g. This aspect is discussed hL

Section 5.1.

:, The following conclusions as to the stati_ failure prediction can be

: made from the teats:

-- ; o The predicted mode of failure (meridional or hoop) was real_zed

o in the tests. Thus_ the effect of roll,match in combination with

the various weld land gec_letrles is accurately predicted by the I

de_ign graphs in Section 6.

!

"_JWlthln_ one or two pere.;nL In the d]:;eontinulty region, i:,_.,_$_,_ll_rJ',T l'nr !
' i

details of the test specimens .... i
!
i

• 8. ]

?

• :.,.' .... " . :.,°o " ,'- .... _',• !o"- , _:'_." "-",:_'._ 7- ,':.'-- : ; - ., "_'"-_o'_?'_'""::i°_ -'_ --_ -'
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o Shak(_-down effects caused by cycling preimume loads into the high

;plastic rol_,ioJ_causes predicted failure pressures to be progret_-

sivcl.y com]ervatlve a',_the.,m:Ismatcl_is increased. Tile shake:-

down effect',]do, however_ require material strain capabilities

of'the order 2.5'/_or higher. Actual welded mat_rlal may have

mu(_h lower u.l,t:l.mnta _train whl.ch would tend to cancel out the

beneficial ei'i'e('tnof cycling.

8.2 Low-C_cle Fatigue

The c_cling to which the test specimens were subjected did not con-

stitute a low-cycle fatigue test in the classical sense. In classical

low-cycle fatigue a mechanical hysteresis hoop develops due to the accLun-

ulation of pD,stlc: strain at both the low and the high end of the load

cycle: !,, +h*,p_"_-t ps-_, however, no plastic strains were developed

at the low (i.e., zero pressure) point of the load cycle. *) The cycling

was characterized by a first loading into the plastic range: followed by

a number of elastic rel0adings to the same presnure level, AS shown below. !

I

4

F,RST LOAO

E

7REEP " '

_)_Al.l_o,lld:I.XA illIow_l1;hat to duveio}' Piastlc strain at the. low end would

requ.l.._.'_ _1 m.I._'m_t,¢;l'lfm._t;c_:r of '.,.'_. ' ,,_.
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During the elnst:le ey lln_:a ,,_v'h.u:ll,am_muxt _)fcreep took place, a_] .:hewn

in the f:l_ure_ for the iud[viduz_l t(_t _'U)ecimens.In,q(;utionR.3. Th,_

creep_ which seems to be independent o£ the cyc].in6_ ]_ par+,,c_fa com-

plicated interaction of material 1_rol,ertie:_and l:eomutric changes which

takes place in the high ]_],_t_l;:[c.; rec;ion. Th;r, intera,,t,J.c_n whl, e.h J_ br_ne-

ficial in that ii, "smooth,_s out" the geometry_ and detrimental in that it

"u;_esu.i)"strain_ is beyond the cupabilitles of l,rcL'_elrLa,laLyl,les]reel,he,l.".

How_ver, allei'i'ortto ]nterl)ret tl,c test dutu h_:_be,n, inude b, Sectjoll 5._!.

The data presented in Fi_7. 5-[,should be quite _.onservatLve i'oL'the tyj,e

of material investigated here (Ti 6AI-4V STA), but eauti_)n fr,_.application

to other materials, such u_ the._etual we].d material, is warranted.

Fractographic cxal,inatiol_of the failed Specimens s_gests a rather

tough material behavior where failure occurred by local large plastic

flow. In the specimens that failed meridionally (i.e., in the mh_match)

large rotations of the shell on each side of the mismatch were observed.

T}_is plastic deformation most likely preceded the completion of the primary

fracture, and occurred in a manner consister_c with analytical predictions.

A further insight into the actual failure mechan:Ism could, in all

:_ probability, be gained from a SEM (Scanning Electron Microscope) analysis

of the failed specimens. Such an analysis was not budgeted.i_ the pre-

sent investigation and (ou.Ld therefore not be performed.

L

8.3 Strain DistributionS.
i

_he most direct, e,_d most crltical_ way of compar]_g the theoretical

_ to the exi_erir.ental data is to compare the strain distribution. In tt_e

': present case'_hls kind of comparison presents some degree of re,certainty

due tiQthe na#hre of the problem_ but the mann of data and the repeat-

71. ability -e tgreem_nt tend to diminish thl_ unc_,rtainty. However_ l,he ]

foll(_wln{_points ahou]d be made:

0 _he lTtraill Mal<eS C,c,u].d ll()t D(.: pc)l_.[l,,[Oll_d _lt tt..' J,O;I,'l. ()l'

lllflX].llltUl| lltrl/lll_ [ ._ ., tit _',hc._ ll|lllm[li,ch.

__-[_
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o Illthe urea oi' Intere_;t the strains are varying very rapidly

(:_;c_nctimcsdcn$1in_; in :3.] inch of _urfacc length)making

the accurate detm, mll_,'_t.ionof tBo position of th(: _;train gag,-_

ro]aIdw: to the mismatch crltical.

o The ana].yz:l.._ u_ed polnt_ (;:tat:lens) spaced about .0', inch

Ill |,h,_ d],qeol]l,:l.Illllty t_rca, Thu_, ill _.,;(_neral ll(_ _._xaet eorl'L':1-

.]_Olld.O.lle(_. b_A,W(_flll arm] yzl,.,. ,,;tat.l Oln; ala{I zt.l.'a i n. t,;agc ;.:tatit,lm

c.'xi_d,.Rath_._rthan interpolate, bc:twcen analyzir, _tnl;ion_,

allaly_]i:; ::tnt] on_; on uither z.l.de of the _rt,rsin ,,m*,'e,,:, _:tatlons

have beell plotted in the compari:mn f.[g,ures.

A_; is evident from the figures of this sectl_m I there eX',sts a high

degree of correlation between the tests and the analysis. Thie correla-

tion is both qualitative and quantitative and includes both the elastic

and the plastic regions. Canparison between residual strains was not.

done due to the presence of creep in the tested articles. Howevar_ the

very close agreement of test and analytical data of total strains, as

shown in the accompanying graphs, would indicate a similarly close agree-

ment for one-load residual strains.
I
i

It is thought that a study of the accompanying figures will be more

fruitful than a lengthy discussion. Thereforej only a few comments will

be made on these fi_u_res. "

,TITA A (Figures 8-1 through 8-3)

Fig. 8-i shows _:,traindie,tribut:lon_ along a m_._ridionalgcneratr:tx,

The agreement between the thcorctical (curves) and toasted (i)o.l.nts)data

II_very good, Note that a dis!_laeemm,t of onty O.O', illt:he_ or ].e_z, ,,
,&

would be required to cause an exact ng,reemunt. The _train m_:l,ts umnt " I
.

iollowl,ng_ gralq,hsI_ ,dcro_vtrainIn th.l._;_ nnd ' '

v,



F:lt,. 8-:;' _;how_; _;'tva.[n ,,:r:;u_; tw_;.t";ure t,].otz_ for throe c,train da_;c

lO,,at I._|side _tlLL| r_Ul.';].,l_, :_llr:l_n(?( _ f,].nt_(, Lc)th(.: di,u_oIvt, J.ntlit,v 3 nnd

outaldt ..'I"Lec s_m,'_ di_tall,,,_. _lw_). Ag_.i].l_ I 'the agreement _ i_ very _,;oo,t.

A_, cycJ_l_jg Ic, mh; t_1'_11,51'os,,; I.l|b_, tll_ , :'|el,it: re_.,;lol! cr_-._Lp t_lke_ i_.[[1(_(: _'11;

i iic[] t-..nt_::,l by t,ho d(,ltbl,: l_ol)jt_.

Fie;. [{-3 :_how'; ._'t_'nin t:',nt,:_._dul,a 1.'or the. (,n,-' houl* _oak aL 1',OO pcl;

W}t].t._h 'd_|_3 d(alo fo±' Lhll_ :;._..u.:iltl_:ll, [[q|c:rt: .l:I tl l,_:_ld.t,_,_ .for tht2 Inal,l_p.i_ll.-

t;11(_m(ItI','y (!oni'].glLr!ll,]oll ];o l;l,_._bl..I.l.?,t: ftt, _.1 _;t_Ii:;|,lll|l, :ll,rll:[ll tit, t,|l_) Oh_l of

the t:lm_: p_:riod. Unloading, after t,l_,:, aouk taKcz place ela'_tleal.ly.

'irITA B (Fif_ur_,_ _.1_ _md _-5 _)

Tits B has Lhe longest weld land of all the specimen,;. Agreement

between test and theory Iv.excellent, both in the elm_tic and the pla::t,:[c

region. Note again (Fig. 8-5) the presence of creep during cycling.

Note also that the slope oi'the m_rve with creep is the same as the

theoretical_ no-creep, cm-ve. Thl_ npecimen experienced sn 80 mlnute:._

_oak at 2000 psi. A:_ in the ease of Tits A the specimen seemed to ata-
I

billze at a constant strain of thh end of this _,criod.

TITA C (Figures 8-6 and 8-7)

This test specimen has a predicted failure in the hoop mode, st

1,960 psi. It failed at 21OO psi, in the hoop mode, as predicted. This
.

is a medium long weld land with L = 3.

i"

' TITA D (Figures 8-8 and 8-10)

This test specimen is Similar to Tits C, but has only half as much

weld land thickness Increase. This is the _,nlyspec.[mc.nthat faulted at

"._: a Lower load than I_redieted:

-: Actual failure: 1800 psi

Predicted l_of failure in membrane: 1920 p_l

• l'r_:dicted mc,rldlonal failure In disc_,lrt.tnulty: limbo pa_,

00000003-TSF] 0



It is not, clear wily thl._ specime_ should fall at this eompar._bly low load.

,., The measui'ed strain d/strlbution agree_ almost exactly with prediction:_,

but at 15OO pf_i there is a very sudden increase in hoop strains. (Pos_Ib_y

the _'eat treat of th.[_ specimen is faulty _'i

TITAE (Figures 8-11 and " "

Thin npeclmen, which te_,ts a h,_.mispho.re-eyllnder Juncture, has the

shortest of all weld land_ and therefore 'the worst, one i'Pom _n analy;._J_q

point, of vlew. How¢:ve_'_ as can be seen 1'roll| _he l':l_ureu, the agreem¢.,_Lt

between te:_t and theory is exce],icnt. _ote the l)red_Icted non] I r_eaPiLy

al, station ,q_.O.l'_6_ whj.ch iz w:ry nicely reproduced by strain ga.ge 9.

J

TITA F (1,'igures'8-13.and 8-.L4)

' The analysis for this configuration (a hemlsphere-cylh_der joint)

was performed on a model with 0.05 inch me'mbrane thickness, and 0.0625

inch 'weld land thickness, rather than the test gpecimen average £igures.

• of 0.042 and 0.0_0, respectively. To compensa_te foz_ this the pressures

_ in the analysis were multiplied by the factor 0.85, which is the ratio : '

of membrane thickness. The values arrived at in this wayw-_e almoc..t "

exact. The analytical figures show .very.good at._reement._Ith the test

The usual creep is also preseht ....

[ ,

i•

: ft

8-6 _
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Flg. 9-4 Tlta "E" After Test
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Flg. 7-5 Tlta "F" After Test
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APPENDIX A

COLLAPSE DUE TO DISCONTI_gJITY IN CYLINI)HICAL }"RESC,UT<E ,,oo_,-

For a thin eyllnder_ ;_hown _n Fig. AI, w[th a dlseontlnuJty A_ in

J.nterval [_ressure p, away ir_,m the dl_r-.',rr,-the n(_m:i.nal,rad.u,, R_ w:_th " ' •

l,lnuity t_,e stre:]ces are

_ 2t t,

,I
.!

&R t ,

.f"
;,'-

" Fig. AI
?,

'".. Due to the asymmetry, at the dlscontinult_ _ 6here is 8n additional

"'-' bending moment

M = (2t) _ (A2)

:._.,_.."_f

.- whfle the axial stress resultant remains the same

:.- . _t : .. (A3)

- and the cLrcumferentlal dlsDlacement_ which gives the ci_'cuml'crej,ti_L

'i _train_ remains the same

....... _"_:: ...._ _ ji_,, _ .,._. _._..... .. :,. :, " o_" " _ , _ ' __,_:__ ..........._-::_-i_,_' 0 _. • .,o o

_-'_"-_"'::.....' _'_:°°....................... " ; ' ": " :" 00000004-TSA11



Slr_c.o the additional f_trecs decreases with the dishance _'rr_rnthe dis-

.!

eon1_Im_ity, l.hr._;o.t,Lapze wi), _cur wherJ the _'_rer',su_r,exceeds the

value l,;iv.l.ngl.he max/mum M and N that the shell wall can cuztein.

Slr,ec._ _4 ar,d N arid.the h,,ol,_traln are knr,wn (Eq_;. A2-A4) the col..

laf,ze r,rezsure can be dcl.ermlned w_thout, solving the- c]c._tsiiledequatOr,r,;:

for the behavior away from the diseontlnuJty.

Before yielding occurs, the ztres_es acrozz the shell wall at the

discontinuity are

<AS)

so for large magnitudes of the discontinuitY ._, > i--_ the first

yie?Aing is in axial tension at the pressure

ay (A6)pRL

if the Tresca yield surface in Fig. A2 is assumed.

A o2 . •
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oo_o_.._,_,

Fig. A2

After yielding occurs, in the portion of the wall cross-sectionthat "

is still elastic we have _

:. a e = Ee e + ua (0

,'... (AT) '

',:__; which give_ the line BC in Fig. A2_, Thus the stress across the cro;_s_

"'_, section has the distribution shown in Fig. ABa. The stress at polnt B

r'

, _._<_Z. A-3 , -

,._• -.4 . .f-":
/--

O0000004-TSC01



D D

0 1

(1.- n(2-v) )1-1)

(a) Before Collapse (-b)Just After Collapse

Fig. A3 -Axis: Stress after Yielding "

is obtained from the intersection of the two known lines in Fig. A2 and is ,,
_o

(t.... I-Vag B -

b b

-_" where

.. 2tay

i. The distribution of stress between points A and B depends on the flow

:= law. For a simple solution, which should give a lower bound on the

" collapse pressure, we take the stress between A and B to be equal to

the stress at B. The collapse pressure is reached when the elestic

portion of the cross-section B-C shrinks to zero; then the cross-section

can sustain no further increase in pressure.



. :+

If the points B and C approach a point a distance ta from tho mid-

surface at collapse, then the condition (S) gives

which gives

P (A9)

The conditions on the resultant moment (A_) gives _ ;

.' _: (}-aa) L-' i.,, +..
+ +

Solving for n givesthe result

<,

• ,.. _. = 1 (AlO)

i + _ (2-_)
, .+

. / +
.

,

:"+ The previously discussed (see Section 3.1) simpler uniaxlal)

yield surface, which gives for yield in compression o = -Oy , gaveJ _0

L,: the result

.: )1/2.... _ = ({:' +:+ "I+ (As,_)
B

I"

" where .

_.,.,- p = 3_It

Which should give an upper bound since the .mterial Is act,tally much

weake r.

,---.-+._. ,_ . ...... , .+_ .! ,_ _ - ._ -+,,-,--:-_ .... _ _- ._ _._ ,,/'+_ _:._ 7 :" + _ -'+."+++t'". + '.-'_, _ +.. _,__,.
' "_ " o '_'0 " o " '+' ? ..+ ..... p _ • * " _ ' c, -.,j, .................... +o o = _ o '

,, ,.:,, , @ " " "'+.' _ . ,. _ ....... ,. ,+_ ...: ..... _, _L +LZ+_v.,,, .. - +,, +.+,_%+.++,_,.+._:+_,r.+..,r,..+_+-_ _:_ _ +a--" , ^ _ ^ , , .

+'++,7?<_._,.+-7+_.'.... ' _.: ......._ ++ .... --i+'_--".......... _ ....... .+...............' ++++"..... " ...... ' " ' ' _+ '............ +/'.+V '+_........ ::+ ""°-+ + "' ...... ......
O0000004-TSC03



The computer _rogram, using a yon Mises yield condition, as shown

in Fig. 3-6 fails to converge at a pressure only slightly higher than /]

that given by Eq. (AIO). Thus this very simple formula accurately gives

the collapse pressure.

Thus at the collapse pressure, the axial stress is

I -ta < z < t/2
g<z < -ta

To find. the residual stress when the shell is l_nloaded_ add the, linear

soluti on ..

_ # - (l+v) t_ ., at z = _t "

_ " (2"_)2 + _ _ at z = -at + (C)
o 2-v t

)2
)(2-_) t "

AR n at z = -t/2 (A} "l-v t

v

where _ is glven by (AIO). The expression for the stress at (D) £_

apj,roxllmate. A similar computation gives the circumferential residual

stress.

f
•. !



The residual hoop stress at (A) cannot be determined by this type

: _of an analysis, but would require a plastic flow analysis.

• If the yield surface, is the same in tension and compression as in
Z

Fig. A2, then the residual stresses do not violate the yield condition,

" except for a very severe discontinuity. This additional yielding as the

pressure is decreased begins at point C, but only when the disc:ntlnuity

is

-. AR_.a 2-_.Z
': t I)

b
'_'- = 5.7 foz;u = 0.3

J

Thus any type cd'reversed yielding, °which would be extremely serious f_r

< - cyclic loading, does not generally occur.

.^

[,"=_

/

," A-7
-4
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" APPE_IX B ,.

" STRAIN GAGE DATA ,i

NOTE: The data of Appendix B are botuld in a separate volume

:_.,._.,:-" with llmited distri_,u'.tlon

, 2


